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Broncos leap to a v1dory,
over In-state rival Vandals
-1)9.8
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The BSUGreen party will
hold voter registration this
week in the Marketing
Booths in the SUB.For more
information or to volunteer,
call 850-9334.
Eat free pizza and save
trees to learn about the Idaho
Progressive Student
A~iance's Smart Paper cam-
paIgn to get tree-free or 100
.percent recycled paper on
campus. The event will be
held at 4 p.m. Thursday in
the Shipman room in the
Student Union.
Domestic Violence
Awareness week, sponsored
by the Women's Center, will
be this Monday through
Friday at the SUB. For more
information call 426-4259.
On Tuesday, students, facul-
ty and staff can watch Pink
Floyd, The Wall at 7 p.m. in
the Special Events Center.
Cost is $1.
The Association of
Classified Employees Senate
is holding its second annual
open house from 2-4 p.m. on
Tuesday in the Brian Berquist
Lounge in the Student Union.
Release time has been.grant-
ed for students to attend the
event to visit with senate rep-
resentatives.
ASBSU is providing &lec-
tion packets available on
Wednesdar' For more infor-
mation cal 426-1440.
Moxie Java Concert Series,
promoted by the Student
Programs Board, Fine Host
and the Student Union and
activities, will feature local
favorites Chris and Luke at
the Student Union Braval
Stage from 7-9 p.m. at no
cost.
Boise State Gallery calls
for art entries in response to
the tragedy of 9-11, orga-
nized by the University
Visual Arts Center. Members
of the community are encour-
aged to submit artwork, to
run in a display from Oct. 19
through Nov. 9·at the Visual
Arts Center Gallery II in the
Hemmingway Center.
A Stanford University pro-
fessor, Elliot Eisner, will
speak on school improve-
ment from 7-8:30p.m. on Oct.
11 in the Education Building,
Room 112.
Eisner's lecture is present-
ed by Boise State's Center for
School Improvement and the
College of Education.
Eisner will also be a
keynote speaker at the Idaho
Commission on the Arts'
statewide conference on Oct.
12. He will speak from 12:15-
2:15p.m. at the Grove Hotel.
Compiled by Arbiter staff from
BSU News Services
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New campus to improve parking
By Paul Greer
Special to The Arbiter
In the fall of 2003, branch
facilities at Boise State West,
located just north of Interstate
84 at the Garrity exit, will open.
"Satellite campus is abetter
word," BSU President Charles
Ruchsaid."1t will have facili-
ties very similar to existing
satellite campuses, such as the
~anyon County Center located
in Nampa."
Once open, students at
BSU's main campus may find
more parking available.
But problems such as
staffing must still be solved.
Recent education budget hold-
backs, and possible future hold-
backs, could make hiring addi-
tional staff difficult.
The BoiseWest Campus will
begin with two main buildings.
the 2001 Legislature appro-
priated $9.3 million toward
construction of the first class-
room-office building, a three-
story building housing 14class-
rooms, three science labs, a
computer lab, faculty offices, a
branch bookstore, student ser-
vices offices and space for a
convenience store.
Also, the Ec~nomic
Development Administration
of the U.S. Department of'
Commerce granted nearly $2
million dollars for an incubator
known as the Technology and
Entrepreneurial Center
(TECenter), a building provid-
ing enough space to help 15-20
burgeoning businesses grow.
"An incubator is a place
where entrepreneurs can go in
and start a business. with the
help and expertise of secre-
taries, support staff, computers
and the whole deal," said
Dennis Griffin, director of the
BSUCanyon County Center.
"There will be many advan-
tages of accessing faculty from
the colleges of business and
engineering," said Jim Hogge,
director of the Small Business
Development Center at BSU.
Hogge and former CEO of
ORE-IDA, John Glerum,
worked together in developing
a functioning technology incu-
bator. They examined model
inC1;l.batorsoperating around
the country at schools like the
University of Alabama .at
Bimlingham, the University of
Arizona at Tucson and the
University of Colorado at
Boulder.
In light of the perceived
effects of. the recent 2 percent
budget holdbacks, Ruch said
capital funds are not going to
be affected.
"There will still be the $9.3
million there for the multipur-
pose building," he said.
Ruch also said the 2 percent
holdbacks would affect faculty
hiring and operating expenses
for BoiseWest Campus.
"How, I don't know," he
said.
Individual departments at
Boise State are responsible for
hiring faculty and deploying
them to different locations.
General education academic
courses like those BSU or the
Canyon County Campus offer,
initiated by Boise State's indi-
vidual departments, plan on
see BOISE WEST on pg. 3
PhOIobyTed~. The AItlIter
Cars crowd the Intersedlon of Capital and University driven by students tryInQ to find a space on
campus before their classes start. Some of this tramc may not have to travel all the way from
Canyon County after \he new Boise West Campus opens.
Registration
looked at ..
::
Lecture series offers opportunity to
students, community
Program may
allow high .
school students
to ,register .
before continu-
ing freshmen
By Sean C. Hayes
The Arbiter
Other Idaho universities
may be beating Boise State to
the punch. While Idaho State
University and the
University of Idaho begin
registering . '. students in
March or. April, Boise State
has incoming students wait-
ing until. summer months to
register.
"We lose students because
they are able' to register (at
other state universities)
sooner," said Kimber Shaw,
interim director of Academic
BSUInay host: governmen't
University.
"This is a chance for our
leaders in .our state govern-
ment to interact with us, and
see what a quality university
this is," Barrett said ..
Once the university began
to see the opportunity, a pro- .
posal was sent to the
Statehouse with "general,
tentative" suggestions on
how the University could
supp~rt the function.
While hosting the legisla-
tive session may have its ben-
efits, administrators are
working to see that it is not a
disruption to usual Student
Union and University opera-
tions.
She said the legislative ses-
sions and' committee meet-
ings will mostly be held in the
afternoons, with most rooms
still available in the evenings
_ a time when student clubs
request them most. Events,
Administrators
ponder how to
make room for
state officials
without incon-
veniencing stu-
dents
the governor, may also end
up sharing space with stu-
dents.
While plans are still tenta-
tive at this point, Student
Union and Activities Director
Leah Barrett addressed the
ASBSU Senate Thursday to
explain the University's
course of action in submittmg
the proposal, and addressing
questions and concerns that
may arise from students.
Barrett told student lead-
ers that at first she laughed at
the idea, but then began to see
its benefits.
"I thought a little bit more
and I thought what a fantastic
chance for BSU," she said.
With the legislature
pulling the strings on higher
education costs, and recent
studies suggesting that Boise
State has been left out of the
loop in receiving equitable
funds, hosting the highest
officials in the state may end
up being a boon for the see LEGISLATUREon pg. 4
Support, in a report. to the
ASBSUSenate on Thursday.
Academic Support
includes academic advance-
ment, orientation and tutori-
al services. Shaw told
Senators that she often hears
a complaint of little sense of
tradition on the Boise State
campus. She said she hopes
new orientation and registra-
tion programs will give stu-
dents something that can
come to be identified with
the University.
"Orienting students to the
University is the responsibil-
ity of the entire Umversity,"
she said. .
However, there are issues
to work outfor the program
to be a success. For one thing,
a proposed April early regis-
tration date would have
some highschool students
registering before continuing
see REGISTRATION on pq.4
By Sean C, HaYes
The Arbiter
With a major Statehouse
renovation currently under-
way, the legislature, execu-
tive branch and even the gov-
ernor are expected to end up
homeless - or at least office-
less - for a period' between
2003 and '04.
While relocation plans are
still tentative, Boise State sub-
mitted a proposal to play host
to the '04 legislative session in
the Student Union. Other
Statehouse operations, such
as the executive staff or even
Homecoming to be a big change from
past years, offers movies and dances
spring. whole spectrum of disciplines
. "We lean toward people in the university.
who have made a major contri- "Terry Waite was a hostage
bution to their field," said Greg negotiator and from Great
Raymond, Honors College Britain, this speaker is from a
director and chairman of the different part of the world,"
Lecture SeriesCommittee. said Raymond. "Part of the idea
Boise State's Distinguished Raymond said the commit- is to bring a variety of people to
Lecture Series brings speakers tee also looks for people who speak."
to campus twice a year who have won Nobel or pulitzer Raymond said the commit-
have had an impact on social, prizes. tee discovers
scientific and oilier fields on a "We' r e "We lean toward peo- many small, yet
national and international level. looking for pIe who have made aim p 0 r tan t
The first of the series of lee- top -_end major contribution to details that need
tures brought Terry Waite, a speakers," he their field' , dealt with when
hostage negotiator captured said. a speaker
and held in solitary confine- The series - Greg Raymond, Honors arrives.
ment for five years, to a crowd is designed to College director . Even the
of close to 1,300 people last bring world podium can be
~
o class speakers . an issue.
W
....,\\.'a. ~\s ~. to the university and the greater - "Terry Waite is 6 foot 7, so~ community in the valley. we had to work on getting an
"These are people who we appropriately sized podium,"
'-.wouldn't ordinarily get to hear said Raymond. "We also had to
N trom," said Raymond. "We work~ta system so that
ews. might read their work or hear of everyone else who spoke felt
e Professors diSCUSSfallout. them, but this is a chance to comfortable." ,
of the 9-11 tragedy ~pg. 4 actually hear them:' . Raymond '. expects' about
Opinion'; ,Accordin.g to Rar:ond, 1,000 people at the Ramos-
e. 'C.' amnus... ou tside.rs. nee..d.' there were a number 0 . people Horta lecture, thoug!l he said it
J;' across the campus who .£eltas 'is hard to estinlatethenwnber
restr2imng - pg._6-though the university.had at this time, . . . ..'
S
..'ds" ... . readied a point in its develop-' .' "Onee the' series becomes
po ..' .' . ' ...... ment where the serieswas. a instifutitJIlalized,likl!the.Frank
;o~....O.~.".pe•.gy..·~..fl...·team.._.·.. on ~d.. natural pro~ion. . '. OturchCOnfeieriI:.'e;~p.lewilt.. . Raym0n? Bald the conmut- begin to mentally marl< tiu!Ca1,
Di~erslons. tee plans tomvite speakers from ' '.endar for these events/I nt! jaltL
e<:aketalks"pg.1,1 ..' ::d ~:ri:;a~;~~~o~~ Formore eoveraQe see storY ...::_ " on 1)9.2
the annual Homecoming north grass field outside of
dance. Bronco Stadium from 4-6 p.m.
The first pep rally will be for $5.
Boise State's homecoming on the Student Union north .At 4 p.m. and halftime of
week, Oct. 8-13, includes two patio at noon. Christian the football game the Boise
pep rallies, flag football and a Okoye. a former Kansas City State Alumni Association will
movie in the stadium, not to Chief, will host the rally. host the Bronco Bash Tailgate
mention the football and vol- Okoye led the NFL in rush- Party.
leyball games. ing yards in 1989, and now The Bronco Homecoming
Homecoming week kicks works as a motivational football game against Tulsa
off on Monday, Oct. 8 with speaker. ,,' begins at 6:05
toilet bowl flag football and a The other We want to make p.m. inBronco
barbecue at 3 p.m. in Bronco pep rally is Homecoming more of a stadium. BSU
Stadium. Teams for the flag sdieduled for tradition at Bo,se State, volleyball ver-
football tournament must sign 5 p.m. in the Instead of Just some- sus Louisiana
upby Saturday. . .' Boise Town thing students feel Tech is in the
Remember the Titans will be Square Mall obligated to do." Pavillion at 7
shown at 7 p.m. Wednesday Center Court. p.m.
in the stadium on Bronco The Spirit _Tifffany Taylor, There will be
vision. Moviegoers can sit in .Squad·and Homecoming chair no homecom-
the stands, on a tarp on the Man eli n e ing royalty
field, or bring lawn chairs; Dancers will this year
blankets and sleeping bags. be there to get the crowd because few students voted in
"The movie is a brand new fired up; past years.
idea, and ought to be a lot of the Homecoming dance "We want to make
fun," said Homecoming chair starts at 9 p.m. at the Rose Homecoming more of a tradi-
Tiffany Taylor. Room, 714W. Idaho. It is open tion at Boise State, instead of
On Thursday, students will to students, alumni and com- just .:something ·students. feel
have the opportunity to make munity members. There will obligated to do," said Taylor.
their own music videos at be hors d'oeuvres. a cash bar "Everyone should go to W
"Fun Flicks" in the Student and musiC; p.lUSprize give- dance and the games for s}Jlt!,
Union' Fireside. Lounge: aways fromKISS,FM. The '.buUry all of the new tl\iIlgS. '
Students can be filmed lip-dance is free to students and 'tOO;,'Olisyear's homecoining'
syncing to their favorite songs. $5JQr everyone_else. '.' . ' .. '. is a big change from thepast
and have it fi~ed and given ····Saturday's eve!':ts begiri'ai1dwilldefinit~ly beiUI\ for.
kl them on a Vlde<;"\.. :withth~H;omecon~mg parade aU thatchoosefO . get
. '"There aI'e a lYanety of ~ctiv~ ,on Jlmyersity.Drive at 2:30_ involved;"
lhes plannea. for. ·Pndl1y,p.m;. Followmg the'parade
including two pep rallies and will be a chili feed ,on the
Series attracts major
contributors,
prizewinners
By Matt Neznansk1
The Arbiter
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Re' 'Cross .' '." ......•. ,!;> ". i... . ..•.. .... .r.~cel~es·mon~¥ .
Contributiops '. '. ..'.,.;.'. icollectedfrom' tra~ors had reaso~ for their
tu
·d twill' .d actions we ..may 'not fullys en.s al comprehend.
terrorist victims Peterson s~d. ~he students of
. Boise .Stilte wanted to be
By Malt Neznanskl involved in the disaster relief
The Arbiter effort;" .'
"WeleIt itwes necessary
. On Thursday, representa- to do something.for our fel-
tives from ASBSU presented low Americans who are suf-
the American Red Cross with fering," he said. '...
a .check for $5,000 collected Imran Ali, ASBSU chief of '
from'studentsand ear- staff, thanked the Muslim
marked 'for distribution in Student Association, Alpha
areas affected by the Sept. 11 Kappa Psi, and the Blue
terrorist attacks. . Thunder marching band for
ASBSU . President Nate their effortsin collecting con-
Peterson spoke. about' the tributions from students ..
attacks, saying that they had Ali then" gave Karleane
been described as senseless, Allen, Major Gift Director for
unimaginable, crazy and the American Red Cross of
unfathomable, yet the perpe- see ASBSU on pg.
Nobel Peace Prize laureate to
speak on Oct. 9 to students
BSU News Services
It's not often a Nobel Peace
Prize laureate comes to Boise
State. But next week, students
and faculty will get an oppor-
tunity to hear from one .
Jose Ramos-Horta was
awarded the prize in 1996 for
his efforts to hinder the
oppression of a small reople
in his homeland 0 East
Timor.
"We are very excited to
have a Nobel laureate visit
Boise," said Greg Raymond,
Director of the Honors
College and Chairman of the
Lecture Series Committee.
"Jose Ramos-Horta has played
an important role on the
Panetta to headline
Church conference
BV BSU News Services
Leon Panetta, former White
House chief of staff and retired
congressman, will be the
keynote speaker at the 18th
annual Frank Church
Conference on Public Affairs.
Panetta will speak at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 15th, in the
Student Union Jordan
Ballroom at Boise State
University.
This year's conference will
address the theme "Lights Out
in the American West!
Oil, Water, Gas and
Conservation Under Stress."
A former United State rep-
resentative from California
who currently serves as chair- -
man of the board for the Center
for National Policy, Panetta
founded and directs the Leon
and Sylvia Panetta Institute for
Public Policy at California State
University-Monterey Bay.
Participants in the daylong
conference will learn about the
history of the energy crisis
from several different angles.·
Former Boise attorney, Idaho
State senator and director of
the Idaho Conservation
League, Karl Brooks will give
the opening address at 8:45
a.m. Brooks is currently a pro-
fessor of environmental law at
the University of Kansas and a
U.S. Supreme Court Judicial
Fellow.
An open forum at 9:15 a.m.
features commentary on public
policy and political reality from
Rep. Mike Simpson, former
Sen. Jim McClure, both of
Idaho, and former Rep. Pat
Williams of Montana.
Theodore Roosevelt IV,
great-grandson of the nation's
26th president, will address the
conference at lunchtime. Like
his famous great-grandfather,
Roosevelt, managing director
for Lehman Brothers global
investment bank, is an active
conservationist. He currently
serves as board chairman for
the League of Conservation
Voters, an organization that
annually tracks the voting
records of congressional mem-
bers. '-
In addition to the speakers,
the free conference offers two
panels. The morning panel will
look at resource options.
Speakers include Margaret
Gardner, Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance; David
Hawk, J.R. Simplot
Corporation; Randy Hill, Ida-
West Energy; William Glynn,
Intermountain Industries; and
Ken Canon, Industrial
Customers of Northwest
Utilities. The afternoon panel
focuses on public opinion and
features Rocky Barker, The
Idaho Statesman; Tim Egan,
New York Times, James
Weatherby, Boise State
University; and Tom Hill,
Pacific Gas and Electric.
world stage and should have
many insights to share about
the ongoing struggle to
defend human rights around
the world."
Ramos-Horta's lecture is
titled "Long Journey to
Freedom: One Man's
Determination and a County's
Triumph."
Ramos-Horta shared the
Nobel Prize with his country-
man, Bishop Carlos Felipe
Ximenes Belo.
The Nobel Committee
awarded the prize hoping it
"would spur efforts to find a
diplomatic solution- to the
conflict of East Timor based
on the people's right to self-
determination."
Ramos-Horta was exiled in
1975 following an invasion
from neighboring Indonesia
that left nearly a third of the
country's 800,000 people
dead.
For the following 24 years,
Ramos-Horta acted as a
spokesman for human rights
and self-determination for
East Timor, meeting with
groups from around the world
and serving as a representa-
tive to the United Nations.
He returned to East Timor
in December 1999 after the
passage of a historicreferen-
dum in which the East
Timorese voted for indepen-
dence from Indonesia.
If You G~ ...
On Oct. ry, the Boise State
Distinguished Lecture
Series will feature Jose
Ramos-Horta, Nobel Peace
Prize laureate, in the
Student Union Jordan
Ballroom at 7 p.m.
Free parking is available
during the event at all uni-
versity parking lots, except
the- Student Union lot,
which is for reserved park-
ing only.
The event is free and the
public is invited to attend.
GEDstudents must
~~~Elet~J!!,~~~~~required CED exams and run
of what is required for today's out of time to complete the
Upcoming national changes high school j;raduates. The final test." . . .
in how the GED test is to be new tests are aimed toward the Stephanie LeWIS,coordina-
administered is expected to higher standards in public tor of the Selland College's
affect hundreds of Treasure education and will be more dif- assessmentrrogram, is prepar-
Valley students working to ficult and involved than the ing her staf for a surge of test-
earn a high school equivalency current GED tests. GED stands takers trying to complete the
diploma. for general educational devel- old test before the Nov. 29
According to Larry opment diploma. . deadline.
Barnhardt, dean of the Selland Because the tests are so dra- "Because busy schedules
College of Applied Technology matically different, any test often force students to stretch
at Boise State University, the scores after Nov. 29 will not out their study time over a
national General Education count toward the new GED longer period, they need to act
Development Testing Service and will not be carried over right away," said Lewis. "I am
is completely changing the from this year to next year. encouraging students to call
GED test on Jan. 1, 2002. "Even if students have our office and make arrange-
"Students are currently passed two of the five tests, but ments now to ensure they com-
required to complete a series of cannot finish the other three by plete the current requirements.
five exams to obtain a GED and Nov. 29, they'll have to take all We want to do whatever it
must now complete all five five new tests in January," said takes to ensure as many stu-
tests by Nov. 29, 2001 or face a Barnhardt."It is vital that we dents as possible have the
difficult revamped process," spread the word quickly to _opportunity to finish before
he said. anyone who may be in the Nov. 29."
The new test has been creat- process of completing a GED. For additional information,
ed to assess students on skills It would be devastating for a contact Lewis at 426-3284.
student to pass four of the five
October 4th
Idaho Center'Arena
Tickets available at all Tlcketweb and seleet -a· Seat outlets,
including Albertsons, the Record Exchange or phone
1-866468- 7624,426-1766 or 442-3232,
wWW.ba'ckstreetboyS.coiri· }.~~S~I::.@,?:~and online at www.tlcketweb.com. s.af,f'
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Msand fly around camp~s
GETTING HER NukBER = GOOD.
FORGETTING HER NAME = BAD.
By Lgyra Wylde
The Arbiter
cies, turning
their lives over to
the will of God.
Students did not respond
well to the criticism. Sins the
reverend condemned included
women attending school and
not fulfilling God's role of
domesticity and child-rearing.
"What nappens to a woman
who loses her husband and
eventually needs to feed her
children with no education and
no preparation?" asked one of
the students in the group on
Monday.
Duncan responded by say-
ing women should be responsi-
ble for raising their children
another way. .
Many students who gath-
ered around the reverend
became agitated.
"He is taking it overboard
and going about this the wrong
way," Erica Slayton said. "If
people wanted to know about
religion they would go to a
church and find out for them-
selves."
But other students were
more amused than agitated.
. "It is the perfect picture of
irony," Kara Janney, ASBSU
vice president said.
"Students stand
there and get
offended at what
he is saying, but
continue to listen
to him."
A group from The
American Gospel Missions
graced Boise State with their
presence Monday through
Friday of last week with Rev.
John Duncan attempting to
preach the gospel to students.
"We are trying to warn peo-
ple to turn from sins, and to
serve Jesus Christ with all their
heart," said Ellen Duncan,
member of the AGM, and wife
of Rev. Duncan.
Rev. Duncan has been
preaching for eight years and
traveling to college campuses
for the same amount of time.
This year, the group has vis-
ited 80 campuses in 28 states,
and is continuing their mission
of preaching to other colleges.
"We are here to give the
message of God," Duncan said.
"We want go preach the
gospel, and what students do
from there is up to them."
The church is non-denomi-
national, practicing lessons
from the King James Bible.
They believe in being born
again, which means God
changes everything about you,
according to Duncan.
Duncan said students
must abandon hedo-
nistic tenden-
PholObyTed Harmon, TheArl>ller
After the new Boise West Campus opens, you may see fewer
cars sportlnQ Canyon County plates.
The Reverend John Duncan preaches to a crowd of about thirty stu-
dents on the SUBpatio Monday. Photos by DanWolf and Ted Harmon,
The Arbiter
ReQoleMelbouQh (front) loins the crowd arQulnQwith Rev. John Duncan. "He
makes QoodChristians like me look bod," MelbouQh said.---~...,.,...----------,
BOISE WEST
frompg.l
meeting in the first multipur-
pose building at Boise West
Campus.
The Canyon County satellite
campus currently makes avail-
able various progl1lms, includ-
ing all academic courses stu-
dents need during their first
two years of study. '
Also offered are nine voca-
tional programs from the Larry
G. Selland College of Applied
Technology, including courses
in refrigeration, heating and air
conditioning, industrial main-
tenance technology, respiratory
therapy technician certification
and an assortment of other
technological programs prepar-
ing students planning on entry-
level employment.
"Students who currently
attend BSUcan enroll in cours-
es at the Canyon County
Center, or in some technology
courses being offered in
Meridian, and of course here in
Boise," Ruch said. "A distrib-
uted campus gives students
more options - proximally,
depending on what campus
might be closest; chronological-
ly, depending on what times
are more convenient and tech-
nologically, allowing courses to
be taken over the Internet, the
radio, or by satellite television."
"We have a large variety of
course at Canyon
County. BoiseWest will
take those courses and
expand them, but we
are still in the planning
stages for space utiliza-
tion," said Margene
Muller, administrative
assistant to Daryl Jones,
vice president of
Academic Affairs.
"We are still trying to
figure out how many
students will be served
at Boise State West. We
are planning for a park-
ing facility that will
have 1,000 spaces,"
Jones said.
BSU currently ser-
vices ten counties in
southwest' Idaho, a
region experiencing
rapid population
growth, especially in the
B 0 is e - Mer i d ian _ PholObyTedHarman t1leArl>lter
Nampa-Caldwell corri- It doesn't look like much now, but BSUIs looklnQ to the new Boise West
dor of 1-84. Campus to help provide space for the growlnQ student body.
Also, the economy of
this region evolves as an percent increase," Griffin said.
increase in high technology "A recent survey shows half
businesses foster further finan- of students attending Boise
cial development. . State Campus were also taking
"Academic enrollments courses at the Canyon County
have grown rapidly, and this Campus," he said.
fall alone we have seen-a 34 Griffin said he expects the
percent increase in enrollment, growth to continue' in the
and last fall there was an 18 future. With 17,161students at
the Boise Campus and 1,436at
the Canyon County Center,
both Ruch and Griffin said the
Boise West Campus will help
meet the demands growth
places on existing academic
and technological facilities of
Boise State.
ride the light
Qwest.
There's away out. Just •call the new and improved Qwest411, give .usth~lnformation yo~ have - .lIke a number -
and we'll fill In therest..;'like a name and an address. EverytillngshOlJld be so easy. '
ASBSU
fromP9.2.
Greater Idaho, the $5,000 "We still have families that
check. . are displaced, still living in
Minh Lam, president of the shelters," said Allen.
Vietnamese Students According to Allen, the Red
Association gave ,Allen a Cross was asked to by the fed-
string of white origami.cranes eral government two years
~olded by_-*~g~nts tn_the ago to prepare for a terrorist
Student Union m the past. attack, so they' were some-
week. The cranes symbolized what ready to accommodate
hope for peace. victims.
Allen said the cranes would It 'was this preparedness that
be displayed in the Red Cross allowed Red Cross personnel
office. to have emergency vehicles on
The Red Cross has started the . the scene in minutes, and set
Liberty Fund, which encom- up emergency shelters in less
passes the specific donations than two hours.
made by people to the relief The Red Cross has 40-50 vol-
efforts in areas affected by ter- unteers for every paid staff
rorism. member, and receives no
Allen said these funds would funding from the government.
be distributed as needed now Allen said this is what makes
and in the event of a pro- contributions so important.
longed war effort. "All the Red Cross wants from
T~is situation is the first major you is your blood, your
disaster for the Red Cross, she money, and your time," said
said. Since there are few death Allen.
certificates for--victims lost in
the rubble, insurance compa-
nies are unable to provide for
families in need.
LEGISLATURE
frompcjJ.l .
student will actually attend she said, could also be held in garage, next door to the loea-
the University. She said that another venue at no cost to tion of the current garage .
she Y'as part of an early regis- ,students. The Student Union.Is also
tra~on . program at the . Major events such as the abou.t to und~rgo a m~Jor re~-
Umver,slty of Idaho, but came International Food, Song and ovation project, which. will
to. B01s.e State at the last Dance Festival may-be moved ....take ~veral ye~rs to com-
minute instead. to locations such as the plere. Blake said that the
She said she worried that a Pavilion or the Morrison University has been "up
high school student may Center. front" with the fact the build-
endanger a continuing stu- ASBSU Vice President ing will be under expansi~n.
dent's Chance of getting into a Kara Janney said that it Idaho state law requlres
desired course, without any should be part of the proposal that the legislature meet with
assurance that' they would that clubs could receive space Ada County, and though she
actually ~ttend BSU. outside the Student Union at said that Bo~se St~te was ~ot
Baldwin also said that with low cost or no cost. the only entity being consid-
a state record 17,000 plus Peg Blake, vice president ered for relocat!on, she admit-
enrollment and steady yearly of Student Affairs, explained ted .some excitement. about
g~owth, Boise State obviously to the ASBSU Senate that stu- hosting the g.ov~rnor m one
did not need help registering dent fees would not finance particular building on cam-
mO,~estudents. the legislative session. If the pu~. ., .
If U of I and ISU jumped state government were to use My p~rsonal vision ISt~at
off a bridge would we do it the Student Union, she said, we WIll host Dirk
too," Baldwin said. . the state would pay the Kempthorn~, who's an avid
Plans for the new registra- University. Vandal fan in the Alan Noble
tion program !!J::~.smu~.e. . She also explained that the Hall of Fame."
formative stage. -already-tighnampus·parking ..· .. ·· .__ ...._-~-
If you have ideas or con- situation would not be affect-
cerns about the new program, ed. By that time, the
you may speak to an ASBSU University is expected to have
Senator or representative at a second 650-space parking
426-1440.
~~::-~~ liON'
freshmen.
I Shaw said that it is Impor-
•ant, however, to host this reg-
istration so early .
.' j uThj.~,lVill allow higher abil-
~tystudents to make a commit-
ment to Boise State
University:' . '
She also said that she has
assurance from Provost Daryl
Jones that course availability
will not be an issue. She also
said that only 500 students
would be invited to participate
in the program for the first
year.
"For the first year, that's a
. pretty high number. We doubt
that we'll see 500 students,"
Shaw said.
Some Senators were skepti-
cal that the program would be
a success, and took issue with
the fact that some high school
students could end-Up, regis-
tering before continuing stu-
dents.
Senator-at-Large Brooke
Baldwin said that early regis-
tration is no guarantee that a
Poly-sci professors stress role of
diplomacy in USresponse
~ to Pearl Harbor were incom- ical diplomatic tool, as
The Arbiter plete, in that at that time, Pakistan serves as a channel to
"America had a tangible Afghanistan, and allows for
Students and faculty enemy. In this conflict, there is discussions with the Taliban
around Boise State have been no specific enemy". government.
responding to the terrorist, Freemuth points to the "Pakistan is the only gov-
attacks on Sept. 11 by express- development of sensitivity ernment to formally recognize
ing their outrage and investi- regarding the civil liberties of the Taliban," he said. "It is
gating the subsequent public American citizens in this con- important for them to offer
and foreign policy decisions to flict, as opposed to the Afghanistan an opportunity to
come about. response in WWII. give up bin Laden."
Professors in the BSUpolitical "This shows how far we've Freemuth suggested
science department bring their come as a society since WWII, forums on foreign policy
insight into the governmental in that we're not generalizing options and constraints, and
and diplomatic forces at work a groupof people," Freemuth military options as further
in this crisis, and have been said. ways for the university to spur
working with students to dis- According to Burkhart, the discussion.
cuss their feelings and answer diplomatic nature of the par- He said the classic role of a
questions. ticular mission to eradicate ter- university was to provide a
Dr. Ross Burkhart has been rorism is much more impor- space and opportunity to talk
trying to provide his students tant than was first realized as about issues with faculty and
with government and news there is no conventional target administrators. .
gathering website informa- for response from the United "There are faculty that have
tion, in order to make sure States. a lot of opinions, those aren't
they areful1y informed. "Diplomacy is underrated the one's I'm talking about,"
"Before you make any in all of this military talk," said said Freemuth.
analysis, JOu need to have Burkhart. "We can't neglect "Faculty have no truth
facts," sai Burkhart. diplomacy." claims here, but they clo have
Dr. John Freemuth said his The messages that diplo- information that could help
classes had been discussing mats give each other are people."
the implications for civilliber- couched in polite language, Freemuth and Burkhart
ties, increasing order within said Burkhart. He related it to said the political science stu-
society and civil rights pro tec- the way that congress speaks dent's interest in politics,
tion to all Americans. to each other within our own international relations and for-
"I have been impressed by government. This ensures that eign policy, should make them
the thoughtfulness (of his stu- countries feel respected and a good source of information
dents) I haven't heard any i can have good diplomatic rela- for students interested in dis-
'Let's nuke 'em' comments," tions. cussing policy issues.
Freemuth said. Burkhart said the U.S. rela-
Burkhart said comparisons tionship with Pakistan is a crit-
Terrorist attacks impact job market
~ rate rose 4 percent in the past students won't find out if
The Bradley Scout (Bradley ll.) year, according to the World they're hiring until later in the
Factbook. year," Bones said. "Companies
PEORIA, Ill. _ As unem- The U.s. Census Bureau don't. know if they need to
ployment increases in the also reports ~n increase from hire. Right now they need to
wake of this month's terrorist' 1990 to 2000. Unemployment layoff, instead of hire new
attacks, Bradley University rose from about 4 million to 7 grads."
seniors are worried that more million, while population rose Sarah Renner, a representa-
companies are laying off from about 250 million to 280 tive for Addecco Technical,
employees than hiring. million. said international students
"A lot of people arc But Goitein said good news told her some employers
depressed right now with the may be right around the cor- wouldn't talk to them.
job outlook. If the economy ncr. "The majority of students
continues like this, it's going to He said corporations, such that come to our booth are for-
be hard to find jobs," said Jill as those in financial services, eign nationals," she said, but
Sellers, a senior business man- may "need to make up for lost said several booths had stick-
agement major. time" six months from now ers saying "U.S. Citizens
Bernard Goitein, director of and begin hiring. Only."
Bradley's Center for Business Donna Cimino, recruiter for "I'm an alum, and I've
and Economic Research, said Heinhold-Banwart, said her never seen that before," she
his research shows a declining company still is looking for said.
job market. new graduates at least for Renner added that as the
"Things don't look as good now. country recovers from the
as they had. It's going to be a "If businesses are hiring to attacks, all job seekers will face
more competitive situation for layoff because of their work more limited prospects, at
job seekers," he said. load, that will eventually trick- least for the time being.
Goitein has conducted eco- Ie down to us," she said. "Maybe at the end of the.
nomic research for CBERsince Already, students are see- year, it might be OK for grad-
1985. ing the effects. Senior business uates on the job hunt to be suc-
"(Central Illinois) mirrors computer systems major Tavis cessful," Renner said.
the country fairly well in terms Bones said the declining job "Currently, companies may
of economic statistics," he market was reflected at have more candidates than
said. Bradley's job fair Sept. 20. jobs," she said. "Many grads
The country's unemployment "A lot of companies, a lot of may have a bit more trouble."
restore a company and get it
running again."
Harry White, an associate
dean and professor in the BSU
College of Business and
Economics, was more interest-
ed in how the attack has affect-
ed the average consumer. He
believes that "in reality. the
economy was in trouble long
before the attacks.
"The events of 9-11 are only
partly to blame for the drop in
the economy, all they did was
have a compounding effect on
the economic problems
already in place," he said.
White thinks that .airlines
and all other businesses associ-
ated with travel will be hit the
hardest financially. This
would. include busses, trains,
etc. not to mention travel
agents and businesses that rely
heavily on the tourism indus-
try.
"People are going to be
very nervous about travelling
for a while, this means costs
are going to have to go up in
order to increase security, but
at the same time there will be a
huge reduction in consumer
spending."
be about $15.8 billion with
long-term IT costs calculated
to reach close to $8.1 billion.
Companies in the WTC are
now working to find all infor-
mation that was lost or
destroyed in the attack. Most
of the data that was on com-
puters backed up either online
or at other offices, but large
amounts. of information that
existed only on paper were all
destroyed.
Sharon Tabor, an assistant
professor . in Boise State's'
Business College, said she has
been most surprised by the
"large amounts of cooperation
between firms. Even the com-
panies that normally compete
against each other are coming
together to help their fellow
businesses get on their feet
again."
Tabor said the biggest prob-
lem for businesses at this time
is, "the majority of the firms in
the WTChad disaster recovery
programs, but now they don't
have the employees that are
trained to implement those
programs.
"There are companies that
don't have any members of
their recovery program team
still alive. It makes it hard to
Business
affected
by tragedy
Economy
analyzed
~~
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The business world faces
huge losses in the wake of the
Sept. 11 tragedy, due not only
to 105Sof employees, but also
valuable information and com-
puter data. .
. The majority of the firms
within the World Trade Center
are already up' and running
again despite the events of the
past weeks.
Annual Information
Technology (IT) spending
alone in the World Trade
Center is about $826 million.
'lhe cost to replace all comput-
er equipment that was lost in
the attack is estimated at $500
million.
Costs of restoring IT and
communications is guessed to
Sociologists on campus critique terrorism
~
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"We'll see how the admin-
istration handles the event
from here," Dorman said.
"Hopefully we engage in
reason and a diplomatic
approach and not the role of
the Wild West cowboy," she
said. "This is sometning so
dependent 'on good reason,
judgement and maturity."
Baker shared similar
thoughts saying that firstly,
whoever committed the atroc-
ities should be brought to jus-
tice. He also said the civilians
of Afghanistan should not
bear the brunt of American'
military. Lastly, Baker had
concerns regarding the loss of
civil and constitutional rights.
"I do not want to see this
turn into another stint of
McCarthyism," Baker said.
He also said he did not want
to see people being ostracized
for views, which might be
"un-American."
He explained livi,ng in the
era of Vietnam, and said, "so
many young people were
overwhelmed, it was evident
America was lying, and impe-
rialistic"
"Vietnam is what made me
a pacifist," he said. "I reject
the use of war and violence as
a solution."
harming other countries.
He cited Vietnam,
Colombia and Timor for a few
brief examples.
"In Timor, the US govern-
ment had a big responsibility
for killing, we know it wasn't
an accident and still we did
not intervene," Baker said.
Dorman said that the
United States sanctioned the
Taliban government and bin
Laden during the Russian
occupation of Afghanistan in
response to the "communist
scare."
"Our foreign policy and
intervention literally created
bin Laden, out of the commu-
nist soviet occupation:' she
said.
After which, "we turned
our back on Afghanistan," she
said. "We had no martial
plan, as we did to re-build
both Europe and Japan. After
Russia pulled out of
Afghanistan, we did not go
into help rebuild their coun-
try."
In resolving this issue,
Baker said citizens need to
inform and educate them-
selves on foreign policy, and
not support government
actions that desecrate other
countries.
Both professors voiced
their concern with the poten-
tial retaliations stemming
from this situation.
The Sociology Department
at Boise State shares in the
nation's shock and disbelief of
the terrorist actions, similarly
voicing a wide array of dis-
cussion regarding why these
actions happened, and where
the country is to go from here.
Opinions vary as to what
initially sparked the attack.
The department has not held
any collaborative meetings for
discussion about the event,
Patricia Dorman, department
chair said, "but I have talked
with different faculty mem-
bers. I don't know one com-
mon theme to come out of the
entire department, but that
makes it much more diverse
and fun," she said.
However, individual pro-
fessors stressed the need to
take a deeper look into
America's foreign policy for
indications of resentment
geared toward America.
"The historic events that
have taken place point to
smoldering resentments,"
Dorman said.
"Just . read Noam
Chomsky:' Professor Richard
Baker said. "Foreign policy
has been so harmful to the rest
of the world."
Baker said there are many
exam les of US forei oli
at do these locations have in common?
Thailand
China
Italy
Spain
louisiana. Maryland
and Maine
They are all program sites available to Boise State students offered through
the International Programs Office!
@.Next semester you could be ~tudylng In an exotic locale. using your financial
aid and .still graduating on time! .
Study Abroad {{Exchange Deadline .,October 19,2001
National Student Exchange Deadline· February 22, 20Q2'·
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Tragedy pushes many to grieve together
'. I" -, .>:"', ..- .... --
1•
"'.
By Susan Hoagn/Albgch
The Dallas Morning News
Knife-wielding hijackers.
Planes slamming into build-
-- -ing~ ... Debris and people
fallmg from the sky like rain.
Crumbling towers. Twisted
steel. Choking dust. Cell-
phone goodbyes.
Americans are mourning.
They're turning out in greater
numbers in churches,
mosques, temples and syna-
gogues. They're setting up
makeshift memorials on side-
walks and around flagpoles.
They're lighting candles.
They're writing letters of
grief. They're dropping off
flowers, teddy bears, bal-
loons. They're posting pho-
tographs of the missing on
make-do walls of remem-
brances.
On television and in news-
papers, survivors tell wrench-
ing stories about the final
moments of their loved ones.
Diaries of grief fill the
Internet. Oceans of tears are
shed. At a time when the
country feels like screaming,
sacred bells ring citizens into
prayerful silence.
What's happening reflects
an evolution in how the coun-
try mourns its collective
tragedies, said Marjorie
Woodruff, who teaches a
course on death and dying at
Southern Methodist
University. It happened after
the' bombing of the federal
building in Oklahoma City
and after the killings at
Columbine High School in
Littleton, Colo. .
But in a bigger way, it's
happening in the aftermath of
i
the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the
Pentagon. The death toll con-
tinues to mount as firefight-
ers dig through the rubble for
the remains of office workers
and of passengers from the
four hijacked airplanes.
The psychological toll is
mounting, too, which is why
the communal mourning is
crucial, according to
Woodruff.
"This is .a catastrophe
where we don't have a tem-
plate in our minds for how
we're supposed to act and
feel and say," she said. "For
many people, that grief is
assuaged if they are in the
presence of other's who are
grieving."
The country has seen mass
mourning before - during
times of war and after the
deaths of leaders such as
President John F. Kennedy
and the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. But today the griev-
ing is being done in a more
intimate way and on a larger
scale because of mass media.
"A generation ago, many
men believed it wasn't OK to
cry," Woodruff said. "Now
there are CEOs crying openly
on national television." It's
become a common sight in
America as the tragedies
mount.
The impact has been
greater, too, because many
more lives were lost last week
than in Oklahoma City or
Littleton, Colo., said Bert
Hayslip, who teaches a death
and dying class at the
University of North Texas in
Denton.
"We talked about a loss of
But in this case, Americans
are dealing with terrorists.
Many people are finding
comfort in their houses of
worship. But others are creat-
ing their own rituals of
'-mourning.The public memo-
rials offer a place for people
outside organized religion to
grieve, said Dr. Bill Leonard,
aean of, Wake Forest
University Divinity: School.
"Moments like this contra-
dict a belief that we've
become so secularized," he
said. "In the midst of grief,
we all need things to hold
onto."
Manhattan's Union
Square, near the blast site,
has become one of the most
visible shrines of remem-
brance, where hundreds
gather daily in a silent vigil.
"People are marking that
territory as sacred and holy
-'becaii'se people have died
there," Leonard said. -
Lonnie Kliever's religion
classes at SMU were packed
on the day of the attacks. He
set aside his lecture and
opened the floor for discus-
sion.
An angry student on the
front row vented about
Muslims. A Muslim woman
behind him sat quietly. Some
students asked perennial reli-
gious questions: Why would
a loving God allow such dev-
astation? Others simply
voiced anguish.
It was a scene played out
across America. School class-
rooms, business offices and
apartment complexes turned
into communities of grief. At
senior centers, retirees gath-
ered around tables to share
Ashley Harlan, The Dolly UnlversUy Star (SoulhweslTexas Slale U.)
Aprayer circle was formed recently Inthe quad at
Southwest Texas State University as students strive to
return to normal college life despite talk of war, ml\1tary
drafts and a slowing labor market.
''We came out here to pray for the country and our cam-
pus," said Abe Jaquez, of the Baptist Student Ministry.
innocence with the assassina-
tions of Martin Luther King
and John F. Kennedy," he.
said. "Now people are griev-
ing the illusion that they are
safe. They feel vulnerable in a
way they didn't feel before.
The world isn't predicable
any more. Our lives are never
going to be the same."
The earlier tragedies also
had identifiable perpetrators,
which provided a target for
people to direct their anger.
NowGe
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their sorrow. At day-care
centers, children drew pic-
tures that reflected their emo-
tions.
"These tragedies are so
overwhelming we can't do
that grieving.iIlP'~ivate," said
Anthony Fleo, a counselor at
two Catholic churches in the
Dallas area. "It demands too
much. The very necessary
processing of pain helps us to
fight against the kind of isola-
tion and loneliness that leads
to despair."
But until recently in this
country, people were expect-
ed to grieve privately, he
said. The cliches around
death reflected the attitude.
Buck up. Keep a stiff upper
lip.
Some considered it brave
to keep their emotions in
check.
"That's not always the
healthiest way," Fleo said.
"We can only contain that
kind. of sadness for so long.
We have to talk about it. We
have to cry. We-have to share
it."
Many Americans are shar-
ing - divulging their inner-
most grief on television, in
print and on the Internet. It's
almost become a societal
expectation, Kliever said.
"This kind of public can-
dor is here to stay," he said.
"We've all in a sense become
performers where reality is
mediated through what we
see on the screen. It can be
exploited shamelessly. But it
can also be powerful because
it takes us into the lives of
other people and deepens our
compassion."
Phon-
athon
kicks off
fundrais-
•mg
effort
By Ashley Gettings
The Arbiter
Boise State's 15th annual
'phon-a-thon is in full swing for
the entire month of October.
Every year the BSU
Foundation runs a phon-a-
thon in which students call
alumni and ask them to con-
sider donating money to the
university.
Students spend three days
in training and after-which
choose two or three nights a
week to work for the rest of the
month. This year there are
about 75 students signed up
for the job.
"We had hoped to get 80
students, so we could have 40
students calling each night of
the week. We were really close
to reaching our goal, and some
of the kids wanted to work
more than just two nights a
week anyway, I think it is
going to work out really well,"
said Brandon Smith, director
of Annual Giving.
Students are paid $6 an
hour, and if the students actu-
ally work for the entire month
they will be paid for the train-
ing as well. Also, when the
goal of $240,000is reached, all
students who worked the
whole period will receive a
bonus.
Other benefits of the job
include a $3 food coupon for
the restaurants on campus for
each shift worked, nightly
prizes and free long distance
calls when the shift is over.
This activity will also provide
future job references and mar-
ketable skills for all of the stu-
dents involved.
"This is one of the best ways
to reach as many people as we
do in such a short period of
time," said Smith.
Smith estimated that about 10
percent of all of those contact-
ed last year donated money.
"Even if the alumni doesn't
donate money, this a good
way for BSU to get current
addresses, phone numbers and
e-mail addresses. Also, they
can send notes to past profes-
sors or administration. We
make sure to leave all of the
people we call with a positive
mindset about BSU no matter
what," Smith said.
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and freedom. The embodi-
ment of these virtues is what
made it a target of a culture
that stands against life.
The World Trade Center will
be rebuilt, thus restoring the
New York skyline. But the
basic lhilosophical thought
behin the American way of
life had been under assault
long before the attacks on
Sept. 11, and it cannot be
repaired so easily. But if we
are to remain free, we must
try to repair it. In a trial such
as this, after we recognize the
qualities that made America
great, we must never fail to
defend them. Furthermore,
we must recognize that any
culture that does not embrace
these virtues is not an equally
righteous alternative, but an
evil enemy of freedom.
October ·1,.'2001
Policy should limit campus outsiders
university, and clubs and
organizations take an active
role in ensuring not only the
quality of education at Boise
State, but also the quality of
the college experience.
Two years ago, ASBSUheld a
hugely successful march for
education activity on the
Quad. New "open spaces"
policies might make it diffi-
cult for organizations to host
similar activities.
Events that attract more
than 25 people in an open
gathering may now come
under new restrictions. Also,
an organization will only be
allowed one such event per
semester.
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship adviser Neno
Guarisco typically hosts
impromptu sermons on the
Quad. Because he is affiliated
with the university, we hope
he will not be lumped in with
some of the inflammatory
preachers that have
encroached on university
space with proselytizing.
It is difficult to get Boise
State students involved with
clubs and organizations, and
Guarisco is proactive in
encouraging student involve-
ment in his organization. It
would be difficult to gauge if
Chi Alpha, under the new
open space policy, is having
an "event" with 25 people. At
any given time, Guarisco may
have only four or five people
listening, and at certain times
his audience may expand past
that limit.
We hope that students and
clubs will not abuse their
privilege and bellow their
beliefs to unwitting ears. This
may cause the administration
to adopt further policies
restricting speech on campus,
nervoUS as they are over law-
suits.
Clubs and organizations
raising awareness with public
events should be given free
access to the areas of campus
their student fees and tax dol-
lars pay for. However, inflam-
matory rhetoric on any side of
the political spectrum is best
left in areas where students
may go' intentionally to see
them.
Ratified by
Editorial
Board4-2
was attacked
by a woman,
enraged over
his opinion
on abortion.
We also must not discount
the threat of violence and
potential riots that could arise
from a particularly inflamma-
tory speaker, literally yelling
at an unwitting audience.
When students pay to attend a
speech, or choose to attend a
club meeting or lecture, gen-
erally, even if they are in dis-
agreement, they know what
they are getting themselves
into.
This is certainly nothing
against religion specifically,
merely outsiders taking
advantage of captive audi-
ences to spout whatever
rhetoric they wish. A person
ranting at passersby down-
town would likely be asked to
desist, or be arrested.
However, we believe that
these same restrictions should
not be placed on student clubs
and organizations operating
within Boise State. Students
pay high fees to attend the
-Opinion editor's note: This is the
first of what we hope will be a
weekly staff editorial. Commonly,
ti,e word editorial is used with ref-
erence .to any opinion piece.
However, an editorial is technical-
ly the opinion of the newspaper.
The editorial board, consisting of
all the student editors at the
Arbiter, chooses our editorial
stance. We will provide a COllnt at
the beginning of eadl editorial for
IIOWmany members of the editorial
board agreed with the opinion, and
IlOwmany did not.
Last week, it While a cam-
was difficult for pus is a ves-
students to make tige of free
it from one class speech, and
to another with- receives tax-
out a "good payer funds
afternoon" from necessary to
well-dressed ' its survival,
men handing out Rev. John Duncan 0 u t sid e
b~bles.. Peaceful lunches and groups should not be allowed
diSCUSSions~m the Quad and to disrupt student activities
the SUB patio were interrupt- and force their opinions on
ed by loud bible-thumping others. A college is a place of
preachers, some of whom new ideas, but these new
were .extol.ling a style of ideas can easily be presented
rhetoric which many students in classrooms, in clubs and
found offensive. organizations, via student
.Asl~e from any annoyance publications, in organized
~hlSmight ~ave .caused, there meetings and activities and
is. also a hngermg threat of through discussions with stu-
violence. A couple of years dents coming from a variety
ago, a preacher on campus of backgrounds. '
Cooperation: .It's not just
an II-letter word -
Like any drug, procrastina-
tion is an addiction. With any
addiction there is a payoff-
with drugs it's the high, with
alcohol it's the numbness,
with cigarettes it's the calm-
ing effect, and with sex it's
(well you know). The payoff
to a procrastinator is the rush
they get from the urgency of
the situation. The procrastina-
tor can't think unless they
have a sense of emergency-
they thrive under pressure.
Planning ahead and keeping a
schedule seems ludicrous-
they tell themselves, "I'll start
planning ahead later." Any
person with the habits of a
procrastinator is doomed to
fail later in life.
If an undergraduate pre-
med major becomes a chronic
procrastinator he is most cer-
tainly going to fail. Can you
imagine your physician say-
ing, "I was going to look at
your pregnancy test results
but decided why rush
things-we've got all week1"
Unless you are planning to
panhandle on the streets for a
living, procrastination affects
everything we do.
In short, procrastination is
an addictive cancer which has
the potential to utterly con-
sume and destroy a person's
aspirations in life. We all have
the power of choice, make the
choice to just get it done. Take
from the words of Robert
Frost, "Two roads diverged in
a wood and I-I took the one
less traveled by, and that has
made all the difference."
dents, 25 percent are chronic
procrastinators and they are
usually the ones who end up
dropping out of college.
College is great. We are not
required by law to attend
class, we don't have our par-
ents to get on our backs about
our habits. We can stay out as
late as we want, do just about
anything and go anywhere we
want. With the great gift of
choice that we enjoy we also
understand, at least some of
us, that we reap what we sow.
The grade that you got on that
psyche test is the grade you
chose to
deserve because
of the amount
of time you
chose to study
for it.
When I was in
high school, I
learned right
away that I
could
get
away
wit h
decent
grades by studying, hours
before a big test, writing a
term paper shortly prior to it's
due date, and giving an
impromptu oral book report.
It really seemed to work for
me until I realized that I was-
n't learning anything-sure I
had a B average but I didn't
have anything to show for it.
Why did this hurt me in the
long run? When I took the
SAT and ACT, I was mortified
by the scores I got.
Procrastinators remind me of
a comedian who said: "My
mom always told me that I
would be a procrastinator. I
replied, 'Just you wait.'"
Procrasti-
nation:
The
eleventh
deadly sin
qualified to say that). There's a
case of not cooperating with stu-
dents, as earn university sees
the parking situation as a cash
cow. How much do you think
they wring out of us in pennit
costs, parking tickets and other
fees in the course of a year? We
like to blame the parking folks,
but it's actually the administra-
tion that slaps us with this one.
Time to build that gyrocopter, I
guess. -
The irony here is that, from
what I see daily, the average
BSU student is in tune with the
spirit of cooperation. Carpools,
opening doors for people, study
groups, throwing in for beer
money: these are examples of
cooperation I see every time I'm
on campus. On an individual
basis, they get that cooperation
with others makes life easier
and helps people achieve their
goals more effectively, and it's
instinctual. Nobody has to tell
them: whether it's something
that comes from good breeding,
innate survival or environmen-
tal reinforcement is something
you can debate until the drunks
stumble home.
It's only in groups with some
modicum of power that you see
the idea of cooperation being
moved aside. It seems ridicu-
lous to apply the age-old apho-
rism about fower corrupting to
groups loca to BSUpolitics, but
then again, judging only from a
behavioral standpoint, maybe it
fits.
While the world at large has tations were discarded. I've got
been concerned with larger much the same complaints
events, things at BSU have about state and federal legisla-
developed nicely into a series of tures myself, so ASBSUdoesn't
tempests in teacups. ASBSU have to stand alone in this light.
sniping over usage of funds, the Speaking of funds, a recent
SPB being attacked for their Arbiter article discussed a
choice of films, everybody recent study that showed that
attackirig parking: it's another not all Idaho universities are
year of fun and bloodshed in the getting state monies on an equi-
annals of student politics.' table footing.The state universi-
It never fails to amuse me ty presidents got together to dis-
how all these groups and myri- cuss it, and BSUPresident Ruch
ad others fail to r----------. was quoted as say-
perceive consis- ing, "We do not
tently a simple have a plan we all
truth: cooperation agree to. We start-
is a survival strat- ed down that trail
egy. A blood}: and didn't com-
successful one, if plete it." Notice he
looked at in the didn't say that
long run. This there wasn't a plan
isn't a failing of ,1, at all, or
just BSU, of that there
course, but it's was a set
interesting to look of guiding
at the microcosm l'rinciples
and work out- they all
ward at times. What we see had; he said they couldn't all
going on at BSU frequently agree to it. Well, Why not? If
seems like the triumph of ambi- they can clearly define the prob-
tion over sense. lem and agree in principle to an
Take :he whole ASBSUstink end result, then it falls to the
over funds for the Student Rec arena of discussion and com-
Center. Did that seem really promise to find a workable
embarrassing to anyone? Not plan, even if only in principle.
because it necessarily had a Then again, how realistic is it to
major effect on anything, but introduce the concept of princi-
because it appeared to be a case ples into politics?
of grandstanding among people Concerning parking ...well,
elected by BSU students to be it's pretty much a constant issue.
our voice in university matters. at every state university in
We expect better, but it appears Idaho (and since I've done the
for whatever reason, our expec- Idaho Hat Trick, I think I'm
It's Friday afternoon, you
just got back from your last
class of the day and you have
a whole weekend of parties,
clubbing, and r-----------.
drinking lined up.
You know you
need to have that
research paper fin-
ished by Monday
morning or you
are finished.
Do you: a) Do it
immediately and
do your best to get
a good grade. b)
Copy directly
from the books
you checked out
from the library and risk the
consequences of plagiarism.
c) Wait until early morning
Monday to get something on
paper despite the fact that
every sound is like a jackham-
mer to your head due to the
massive hangover you have.
Or d) None of the above?
If you didn't answer A,
you are not alone. Every stu-
dent at one time or another, at
some degree has pushed
something they needed to get
done to another time.
According to psychologist
William Knaus, an estimated
90 percent of college students
procrastinate. Of these stu-
.> .
Acceptance should not extend to immorality
py Stephen Mglcolm
Columbia Daily Spectator
(Columbia U.)
NEW YORK - The attacks on
Sept. 11 were both a physical
attack on our nation and an
attack on the American way
of life. President Bush will
respond properly to this hor-
rific initiation of force with
force. Most Americans agree
that military response is
imperative. But military
response in itself is not
enough. Just as we must
defend our soil militarily, we
must also defend our way of
life philosophically.
Anyone woo argues that the
proper response of the United
States government to. the ter-
rorist attacks on the World
Trade Center and the
Pentagon is a total disarma-
ment of our nation and an
abolition of the United States
military would be dismissed
instantaneously, even by most
of those who implore us not to
"Turn tragedy into war." No
one, to my knowledge, has
voiced such an opinion. But
many people have taken up
the campaign to compel us to
disarm philosophically. They
do so by invoking the seem-
ingly benign concept of "toler-
ance."
Tolerance, if it were to mean
simply a refusal to initiate
force, would be a very positive
thing indeed. The hooligans
harassing Americans of Arab
descent need to learn to prac-
tice this form of tolerance.
Nevertheless, most calls for
tolerance do not end with this
moderate definition.- Implicit
in many of these calls for toler-
ance is· the notion that all cul-
tures, all customs, and all
views are equal, and that it is
wrong to judge these cultures,
customs, and views. The argu-
ment continues with the asser-
such as Afghanistan do not
respect man's rights at all. To
the Taliban - a government
that forbids the education of
women and jails people for
preaching Christianity -
individual rights are just
another part of the "Great
Satan's" culture that must be
destroyed. Rights do not
depend on social customs;
they are inalienable, and gov-
ernments that do not respect
such rights are rightly labeled
evil.
Just as all states are not moral-
ly equal, neither are all cul-
tures. A culture that teaches
.men to love life on earth is
morally superior. to a culture
which teaches men to forsake
this life. A culture that teaches
men to love life on earth
would not have produced the
hijackers who so readily
threw their lives away. A cul-
ture that teaches men to value
their own lives greatly is
morally superior to a culture
that teaches men that they are
sacrificial animals. Men who
do not see themselves as sacri-
ficial animals do not throw
away their lives so readily. A
culture which teaches that
reason is the path to knowl-
edge is morally superior to a
culture which teaches that
knowledge can be arrived at
through blind faith. Rational
men do not hijack planes and
fly them into buildings,
killing thousands of civilians
and ending their own lives.
America, being the greatest
advocate of the principles of
freedom embodied in much of
, Enlightenment thought, is the
gem of Western civilization.
In defending the American
way of life, we defend
Enlightenment thought and
Western civilization. The
World Trade Center symbol-
ized .the American virtues of
rationality, egoisti~ passion,
tion that anyone who does
dare to make such a judgment
must be a bigot since no one
can know what is right and
what is wrong. Such a notion
of relativism represents an
evil moral default which
could allow the terrorists to
win their assault on the
American way of life.
In our defense of the
American way of life, we must
not be afraid to make moral
judgments. We must advocate
a morality based on life,
declaring that which is pro-
life to be moral, and recogniz-
ing that which is anti-life to be
immoral.
A nation that recognizes indi-
vidual rights is not the moral
equivalent of a nation that
does not - it is morally supe-
rior. Despite increasingly fre-
quent violations of individual
rights, the United States is still
the most consistent nation to
respect such rights. Countries
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us minorities face it every day.
Until you see it first hand, your
opinion does not carry much
. BSU has proven itself essen- weight.
tially hostile. to American val- You claim division. began
ues. On the Wednesday after when we started using hyphen-
the terrorist attacks on this ated names. Ibelieve things like
nation numerous professors on slavery, WWII. internment
campus declared with out a camps, and stealing of land
pause,."America deserves it." st~ed this a long time ago. I
and "America is the worstcoun-- wilhnake you a deal though;
try in the UN." Yo,,! work on getting rid of the
These statements are not an indian mascots (sets one race
isolated incident. Even KBOI apart from the others), the con-
mro:taged enough callers on the feder~te flag flying over South
subject to keep the topic going Carolina (sets apart north and
for over .an hour, all students south at the very least), and the
calling in with their testimony. sl~g .t~rms used to refer to
This attitude that BSU shows is mmon~es that occurs a thou-
even more clear given the fact sand times a day, ~d I.will
that BSU is now trying to pass work as hard as getting nd of
communist anti-Ist amendment the hyphenated names.
"limit of student gatherings" Somehow Ibelieve you will not
policy, This is a direct attack on ev.en try to do one of these
the student body, our constitu- thing~.. . .
tional freedoms and the right to It IS easier for you Just to Sit
assemble for a religious context. there and tell ?thers how to
This must be stopped. Voice change. MaY?e if. you v.:o~~ed
your opinion in class when your towards getting nd of ~Vlslve
communist professor spouts symb<;,ls and slangs m the
hate and disdain for America. Amencan culture maybe the
Contact the student body, and ~yphen would go away all by
tell them that any attempt to Itself. Let me know how mU<;h
limit the right to assemble will effort you put forward, I will
be taken as a threat to the rights put forth the same.
of the student body. BSU must
be held accountable for its anti-
American staff and policies.
Jerel Thomas has a vague definition of heroism
BSUprofessors, potlch!s
overrun by commies'
Jimmy Mist
(Not my real name for fear of retal-
iation by lower grades on assign-
ments)
Athletics waste educa-
,tion dollars
Darrin (Shindle, Arbiter
sports editor), I hate to rain on
}'our parade but have you ever
thought that maybe, just maybe
students are here at BSU to be
students and not just another
fan of a mediocre football team.
It could be that people here
want an education and couldn't
care less about what sport is
being played or what traditions
are associated with it. I applaud
the students at BSU for their
commitment to the education
that we've all spent thousands
of dollars on. Even though a
large chunk of that money goes
to support the various sports
played on campus.
College sports are overrated.
Not only that but isn't it a bit
odd that the biggest scholar-
ships and efforts for recruiting
go to sports. A university is sup-
posed to be geared toward edu-
cation. Wouldn't you think that
instead of spending millions on
a stadium, that is rarely full,
they would put that money into
other departments that could
really use some updating or
new equipment.
Don't get me wrong I play
sports and consider myself an
athlete. I think that they are ben-
eficial but only if you are play-
ing them. Sitting on the side-
lines or in front of a TV getting
inebriated is not. Nor is it as
much fun as participating. If all
}'ou can do is live vicariously
through a sports figure or team
you need to get a real life. And if
you're looking for tradition and
ritual join some pagan cult.
Jason Cushing
We don't need white
p~opl~ e>.<poundingon
minority Issues
It always amazes me when I
hear a white middle class per-
son telling minorities how to act
and what divides us aerel
Thomas, "Hyphenated
Identities Divide Americans
Arbiter Sept. 24, 20(1). You have
no clue. You think of racism
when it is the papers, many of
concerning the issue of humani-
ty. All through the article the
author uses cynical and defama-
tory comments such as "leftist"
and "sissy peaceniks," yet hyp-
ocritically, he goes on to write:
"it is dangerous to divide
(Americans) into factions" by
using misnomers. These contra-
dictions discredit the article,
while the- name-calling only
serves to alienate and divide cit-
izens-the opposite of what the
article sets out to do.
However, columns without
libelous claims and people
bashing not only are possible,
they are preferable because they
encourage different perspec- Bryce Rnmey
tives by showing open-minded- ASBSU Election Board Chair
ness 'and mutual respect.
Reputable nationwide periodi- America mlsl1lanaging
caIs such as The New York Times war on terrorism
and USA TODAY fill opinion
pages daily without the use of
derisive language and the poor
taste of name-calling. .
~~letters0
~:;~- after to thQ- ~~.......these examples by e Itorsanctioning onlyeditorials that meet-
a set standard of
quality.
So, to writers of future columns:
Express your concerns, issues,
and opinions. But realize, for
article to be credible, it must be
founded on a factual base; and
in order to be ethical, the article
must be libel-free.
To the publishers and edi-
tors: Since publication is at your
discretion, please use this privi-
lege wisely; the reputations of
The Arbiter, the advertisers, and
the students these pages repre-
sent are affected.
Duke Staggs
Gender difference story
Inaccurate
The story about gender dif-
ferences amongst IDe different
majors at BSU that ran in
Monday's issue of The Arbiter
has some facts that are a little
outdated.
TIle section involving nurs-
ing majors was a joke. I am an
employee at the Department of
Nursing and Anne Payne is not
even the Chair of the
Department any more as that
story claimed. As of July 1, 2001,
Pam Springer is the new chair of
the Department. And we cur-
rently have 16 men and 103
women in both the A.S. and B.S.
programs.
lf the Arbiter wants to have a
credible newspaper for the stu-
dents, current facts need to be
presented. Not those which
were probably given a year ago.
Tana Schlepp
Communication major
Derisive language
divides Americans too,
Jerel
I am often surprised and
shocked at some of the opinions
that are published here in our
student newspaper. Instead of
creating an environment where
students can voice their
thoughts and ideas, many arti-
cles have become finger point-
ing, mean-spirited, libelous and,
sometimes, not even based in
reality. This results in a situation
that does not foster open-mind-
edness or understanding or cre-
ativity.
A representative of this type
of work seems to be the long-
running column "From Right
Field" by Jerel Thomas. As an
example, I will use last
Monday's column,
"Hyphenated identities divide
Americans," as I took particular
offense to that issue. The article
is a glaring instance of libel and
is obviously inconsistent, not to
mention ungrammatical and
contains incorrect use of logic.
In his closing statement, he
urges us "to once again discard
our differences and celebrate
who we are."
While earlier in the same arti-
cle the author uses three full
paragraphs to berate and deride
a group of students who initiat-
ed a peaceful demonstration
decisions that affect peoples' I write in response to article for they ways of Stalin himself
wellbeing. regarding your critique of Jerry Does this sound familiar to any
ASBSU needs candidates for Falwell. Iwas discouraged by other time period in American
senator at-large positions who the fact that you took liberty to history? I seem to recall the
are willing to make a difference dismiss his evaluation of the 1950's having a communist
in the lives of their fellow stu- current events simply because . . scare in which hundreds of J'OO:
dents and getpaid for doing it. . well, Mr. Hayes there was no pIe were arrested and assaulted
Please come get involved and reason you gave for your dis- for having scenes in movies that
touch the lives of your fellow missal. In the future I ask you, someone thought might be
students and Americans. first, to avoid using ad communistic. People are
.Eleetion packets become avail-, hominem atta~ (an argutne~talloHed to have opinions, and if
able Oct. 3 for those students where you attack a person - a person can't makedeesions for
interested in running. Please rather than the person's argu- himself by age 26, even in the
contact Bryce Ramey at 426- ment). Secondly, I bid on a sim- face of someone else's opinion,
1280 or easbsu2@boisestate.edu ilar vein, to give your readers a then he's got bigger problems
for more detailed information good reason to believe your than communists.
about the positions. words. The United States suffered a
The major point of your arti- terrible loss Tuesday, Sept. 11,
cle, though it used a superflu- 2001. That date will forever be
ous amount of words to make etched into our minds, and that
this point, was that you simply tragic day came about at the
do not like Jerry Falwell. Thank hands of people that hate the
you for sharing your feelings. United States. Whether or not
The amount of print you used to there is a basis for their hatred is
make this point almost decep- irrelevant, we can't change
tively lead me to believe mat what they think. The only thing
you had an argument. But after that we have control over is
careful scrutiny, I realized you what happens next. Mr.
did not. Thomas, along with a large por-
You were very discouraged tion of America, feels that we
with Falwell from what I gath- should just bomb the whole
ered because he is a. right- nation of Afghanistan and sort it
winged, religious fundamental- out later: I want everyone who
ist. And maybe you thought feels this way to think about the
because you gave him a label families and friends of everyone
similar to this, that perhaps that died in New York and
your readership would agree Washington. They were inno-
readily that anything under this cent, and so are 99.999 percent
label is self-evidently wrong. of the civilians in Afghanistan.
Well Mr. Hayes, that simply is They have families too, and
not the case. those families are going to be
Why? Well obviously, there pissed off that we bombed their
is great difference in saying that country.
someone has a fundamentalist Afgnanistan has nuclear
world-view, and saying that weapons, and if we respond to
some believes there is such a an independent faction that has
thing as married bachelors. It is probably evacuated that coun-
one thing to disagree with try by now, by murdering civil-
another's opinion Mr. Hayes, it ians, then we are looking at the
is another matter to completely end of the world.
demean another individual by Punish the guilty, and only
not even dealing with their rea- the guilty ... · otherwise we
sons for their belief: become exactly what we hate.
On the other hand perhaps
you thought just because you Nick Weeks
said something in an article is sophomore
self-evidently true. Again, this is
simply not true, unless Mr. Humor not so funny
Hayes, you have inspired
authority that you have chosen
to this date not to reveal. But I
don't think you would claim to
have your words directly from
the heavens. Why don't I think
this? Well, because in many of
your other writings, you have
demonstrated the fact that you
indeed are very intelligent indi-
vidual with the capacity to rea-
son.
Again, I ask you to avoid ad-
hominen attacks in the future,
and secondly, to give argument
for your feelings. And look, I am
not asking for a really good
argument, but do your reader-
ship the favor of at least an
argument. In not doing so you
degrade your subject matter
(who unfortunately in this case
was a person), your reader, and
yourself.
Laura Grant
Get Involved with
ASBSUduring
November erections
When I came to BSU I really
wasn't planning on getting
involved with voting, running
for something, or getting
involved with the elections
whatsoever. I was a 22- year old
who had never voted in a uni-
versity, local or national elec-
tion.
One day I was walking in the
Quad and there were people
out there who were running for
president and vice president for
ASBSU. The first person I talked
to gave me some candy and
showed sincerity in the people
they talked to. The next pair of
candidates really didn't impress
me too much but they were
dressed nice. The third table I
went to gave me a lollipop and
the person running for presi-
dent called me by name after
only hearing it once. The final
person that was running for
president was very vocal but
didn't show interest in me. I was
inspired to vote in the ASBSU
elections because of those expe-
riences.
Iwas inspired to vote in the
election for the president of the
United States because of my
experiences with ASBSU. I sup-
port our current president
George Bush and am behind
him in what he decides to do in
the current situation that we're
in. Even though we weren't in
the planes or buildings in the
eastern tragedies we were all
affected by those events. We are
faced with decisions everyday
at ASBSU like the president of
the United States. We don't
have a stewardship as large as
the president's but we still make
Jerel has had some lovely
pieces of newspaper literature,
but I think his most recent arti-
It's a Saturday night and I c:Iemak~s the rest ~f them look
am writing' an opinion article lik~ a thir~grade history report
for the Arbiter. What a loser I (With the improper grammar to
am, I could be boot). More bombs
drinking and G are ways the answer
relieving myself ~est I!O any standard-
on some frat-boys (')n" ISsue h,3-wk.The.the-
bushes. Yet being ~'p-UllOn ory bemg, I believe,
the bright that peace can only
upstanding citizen I am I felt b~ achieved with skel~tons ~ a
obliged to respond to our dear ~ant crater. Sound a little pnm-
friend Jerel Thomas. Yes, I have ltive to me. .
been a big fan of Jerel hysteria Before you start crymg out
for a few months now, and I "liberal hippie!" and beating
thought is was about time I let your fist on your Reagan ~iog-
this sexy voice of mine be heard. raphy let me make a pomt. I
hate war. It is a despicable
throwback to barbaric times.
That said, in the situation
America now finds itself mired
in, Ibelieve it to be justified. Not
only justified, but necessary.
Fifty years ago, the British did-
n't stand up to Gennany lead-
ing to the Second World War
and Idon't think anyone wants
a trilogy out of that affair. There
is a time for peace and time for
war. This unfortunately is a
time for war.
However, amazingly, I
a~d with Jerel. Jesus, maybe
it is the end of the world. There
are a couple things that we do
not agree on. He stated the Bill
IlY Ben Schmitt
Special to the Arbiter
The terrorists have succeed-
ed, but not by
themselves!
They had
the
help of
the us.
media
s e r -
vices,
and the
President.
The continued bombardment
by TV, radio and newspaper is,
"the Brain-washing of
America." Had we taken this
tragedy in stride and moved on
to normal activities quickly,
they would have lost.
First of all, "The Attack on
America," at the World Trade
Center was an attack on the
world, in America. More than
half of those employed at the
W.T.C. were foreign nationals,
representing 69 countries. The
'attack on the Pentagon, was a
military attack, a declaration of
war. Now, tell Afghanistan, we
accept, but permit them to save
face by relinquishing Bin Laden.
The President, his advisors,
and the Congress are brainlessly
scurrying about for popularity.
The Congress has provided the
President with 40 billion dollars,
without a plan. They, have given
him "war powers' without a
war. The President wants to
"fight terrorism," without any
understanding. The majority of
terrorist acts are perpetrated by
crazed individuals.
The latest was well orga-
nized. You cannot fight what
you can not see. Suicide teams
(like poverty) cannot be elimi-
nated, only made worse.
Our goal should be' to achieve
justice, in the World Court, not
revenge, or retaliation, as our
"leadership" has asserted.
I am sure that the Red Cross
is using SOME of the money
collected for New York victims,
but they have already collected
over $100,000 for each person
who died, or was injured, but
now are using paid advertising
to solicit more. Just a thought to
ponder.'
Finally, commercial planes are
safe from hijackers. The pilots'
orders were to submit to the
pirates to save the lives of pas-
sengers and crew, and save the
plane. NO MORE! Guns on
planes are unnecessary and
dangerous. Equip the pilots
with TV monitors of passenger
compartments, provide bar
locks on the cabin door, and
mace for anyone attempting to
enter.
Jason Lang
Jerel Thomas is a
fascist
I don't claim to personally
know Jerel Thomas or anything
about him. All I can truly pro-
tess to know is what I have read.
This man is a complete fascist. It
is his kind of closed-minded
thinking that has led to innu-
merable counts of discrimina-
tion, hatred, violence, and yes,
even -terrorist attacks.
Two weeks ago, Mr. Thomas
claimed that the university was
infested with, and I quote,
"commie leftists." He profound-
ly stated that our professors
were maliciously poisoning our
young minds with communist
dogma, that they were attempt-
ing to brainwash us into aban-
doning our American system
Elmer E. Hunt, Jr.
Don't attack Jerry
Dear Mr. Hayes:
Clinton killed innocent
Americans at Waco and Ruby
Ridge, and was soft on terror-
ism. So let me just try and guess
his definition of terrorist behav-
ior. Basically he is saying that
terrorists .are anyone who
resides outside of the U.S. and
who is violently against our
way of life. Yet if someone born
in the States decides they want
to build a militaristic compound
complete with weapons and
violent ideologies it's alright.
Just wanted to clear that up.
He also stated that everyone
who asks the question,. "wnat is
it that makes America great?," is
a coward. If no one had ever
asked the question, out society
would be much less free than it
is today. In fact, the ability to
ask the question shows how
great America is. In a less free
society you might get killed for
asking such a question. And the
most patriotic Americans are
the ones who stand up and let
their voice be heard when they
see something wrong with the
governing establishment. Let's
try to make America better, not
bury ourselves in blind alle-
giance to the present.
Iwant to end this on a hope-
ful note. Everyone I meet
speaks of war, perhaps it is time
someone stands up for peace. In
The Arbiter • Page 7
I think that I speak for literal-
ly thousands when I say that the
cartoon in the Monday edition
of the Arbiter (page 7,
Classifieds section) was in the
poorest of poor taste. The car-
toon depicted men talking
"somewhere in Afghanistan." It
showed bin Laden laughing as
he watched the attack on
America.
For many people, this whole
thing seems like a bad dream.
However, for many of us it is
more like a nightmare. While
many people were thanking
God that they were not there, I
was praying that my brother
would be spared. '
My brother was working in
the Pentagon during these hor-
rific attacks. The same day that
this cartoon was printed in the
paper, we held a funeral for my
26-year old brother whose life
was taken in his prime. Those
people that were killed in the
attacks of Sept. 11, literally died
for their country. i
Ihave been in awe at the feel-
ing of patriotism that has swept
across this great nation of ours. I
felt like my brother might not
have died in vain.
However, when I turned the
page and saw this repulsive and
offensive cartoon, I was filled
with absolute disgust. Just
because we live 3,000 miles
away, doesn't mean that the
people who are affected by this
attack are faceless. I find the lack
of sensitivity of the Arbiter dis-
turbing. I don't know who is
sicker, the one who drew it or
the one who published it. You
crossed the line. '
Carson Howell
times of war it's easy to forget
dreams of peace echoed forth
from the past. But now in this
time of crisis let us not lose hope
in humanity. In this present cat-
astrophe of chaos let us not
abandon our democratic order.
Let us not lose our freedoms
for a false sense of security. Let
is not lose sight of peace in this
current state of war. And let us
continue to go forth and seek
the dream so beautifully articu-
lated by JFK: Not merely peace
for Americans but peace for all
men and women, not merely
peace in our time but peate in
all time.
Preach on Brother.
l'
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Broncos put Vandals. further back in
rear view mirror with rout py Pardn ShindleThe Arbiter
Is there still a rivalry between BoiseState and
U of!?
Well, the Vandals sure thought so, committing
}'ersonal foul after personal foul during a 45-13
thumping at the hands of the Broncos on
Saturday in Pullman, Wash.
For the Broncos, it was business as usual at
Martin Stadium during· the annual game
between the two schools.
"To be honest, no, it's not a rivalry anymore,"
Boise State wide receiver Jay Swillie said of the
game. "It just doesn't have the pizzazz that it
used to."
BoiseState (2-2)beat Idaho (0-4) for the third
time in a row with a combined score of 156-51in
those wins. .
Idaho came out trash talking, and throwing in
a cheap shot here and there, showing the kind of
emotion you might expect in a rivalry. But Boise
State didn't bite and used their superior talent to
send a message to the Vandals that it might be
time to move on.
Idaho started off the game on the first play
with a personal foul, and the flags kept flying
from there. The Vandals drove the ball some-
what effectively on their first drive fighting
through three penalties before missing a 46-yard
field goal,
Boise State took over from there, driving the
ball to the 2-yard line using the pass to set up the
run. Brock Forsey capped off the drive with a 2- .
yard touchdown run. After an unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty on Forsey for taunting after the
touchdown, the extra-point turned into a 35-yard
field goal.
Idaho again had trouble with penalties on their
next drive, as another personal foul gave them a
3rd and 34, which they failed to convert. This
time Idaho was forced to punt.
In the second quarter, the Broncos second score
Photo by Ted Harmon. TheArbIler see FOOTBALL on pg. 9
The Broncos sln(j their f1(jhtsonq ln front of BSUfans after the (jame with Uof I.
BSU volleyball hosts first WAC games, remains winless
The Boise State volleyball team
opened its doors last week to its first
home WAC matches of the season.
After further review, the team may
want to think about finding a lock
and shutting that door.
On Thursday, the Owls of Rice
visited the Pavilion, followed on
Saturday by the Southern Methodist
Mustangs - both handing BSU its
second and third conference losses
of the year in front of a home crowd
hoping to see some new life from the
Broncos.
Boise State has gotten off to a dis-
mal 0-12 start and was hoping a
home stint would !live them the
boost they were praymgfor, as well
as send a message to the members of
the WAC that BSU would not be a
team to take lightly.
The result, however, left the frus-
trated team out of the win column
and with many questions to be
answered.
"Its hard coming into a confer-
ence and playing against different
teams and not knowing their tenden-
des," said sophomore Megan
Tranter.
The Rice Owls defeated Boise in
three straight &ames, led by Leigh
Leman who fimshed with 12 kills, 9
digs, and 3 blocks.
The Broncos were led by Tranter,
who had 11 kills and 10 digs, fol-
lowed by Jessica McDonald who
added 7 kills and 4 blocks.
Boise State as a team finished
with 39 kills, 36 assists, 42 digs and 7
blocks, but struggled in comparison
to Rice's 50 kills, 46 assists, 48 digs,
and 10blocks.
Saturday night told much of. the
same story for the Broncos as they
lost to Southern Methodist 'in three
straight games.
BSUhas fallen in three straight 9
out of 12 times, and has yet to put up
more than one win in a single match.
Southern Methodist controlled
much of the match and picked up
their first WAC conference win.
Boise State dug themselves into a
hole from the beginning with
untimely errors and unwanted mis-
takes, and couldn't prevent the
Mustangs from runrung up the
score.
The Broncos mounted late game
surges but couldn't put enough
together before withering.
Southern Methodist as a team hit
an outstanding .323 as a team, and
finished with 44 kills, 39 assists, and
40 digs. Boise State only hit .093of its
hits.
Boise State's Jessica McDonald
had 7 of the teams 29 kills, while
Jacqueline Heier finished with 9 digs
for the Broncos.
Much of the blame has fallen on
the fact Boise is a very young team
with little experience, as well as a
few unfortunate injures to key play-
ers.
Despite the team's slow start, the
Broncos refuse to get discouraged
and continue to work harder with
every loss.
"You can tell we're getting better
with every game, but for now it's
just a matter of putting it all togeth-
er. Our drive to win right now is
incredibly high," Tranter said. .
The Broncos hit road this week as
they try to turn things around
against WAC opponents Tulsa and
UTEP.
By Steye Gowans
The Arbiter
Adielete~t~;~ " . . '
toWatch '
Quarterback Ryan Dinwiddie #7
PhotO by Ted Harmon, The ArbIter
BSUmiddle blocker Jacqueline HeIer (joes for a kill as a Rice defender attempts a
block on Thursday. BSUlost In three straight (james.
"Chicken fried rice" could improve
perimeter shooting
By Dgrrln Shindle handed guard from Oahu, State] the people were really
The Arbiter Hawaii. She graduated from nice and I loved the team and
Roosevelt High School in 2001 the campus," Nakashima said.
The Boise State women's and was a four-year starter. "I just want to contribute as
basketball team made four Nakashima spent time at both much as I can to the team."
new additions to the roster point guard and shooting Playing in the WAC is
with a strong recruiting class. guard while in high school. another bonus for Nakashima
The recruit from the farthest As a senior, Nakashima as she will be able to return
away while staying inside the averaged 15.3points {ler game home for the Hawaii game.
United States is Jodi and made 26 3-pomt field On the more personal side,
Nakashima. goals in a shortened 10 game Nakashima said she has one
"Jode" or "Chicken fried season. She was the Hawaii older brother and enjoys
rice" are just a couple of ways prep -2001 3-point champion Italian food, but not Chinese.
you could address the fresh- and received all-league as well Nakashima should be a
man, according to her team- as all-slate honors. great addition to the Lady
mates. Not only was Nakashima Broncos roster and should help
"They have lots of nick- the MVP in basketball, but also out the team with perimeter
names for me," Nakashima in volleyball. She also played shooting as well as ball han-
said. for the Hawaii Select team. dling.
Nakashima is a 5'7" right- "When I visited [Boise
Sophomore quarterback Ryan Dinwiddie displayed his
maturity and talent on Saturday as he notched his most
important win as a Bronco starter; throttling Idaho 45-13.
The poised leader passed for an efficient 16 for 20 with
298 yards, and no interceptions. .> •
The 6'-0," 198 lb. quarterback out of Elk Grove, CA also
threw for two touchdowns and ran for one as well.
Ryan also engineered two scoring drives that ended in
running touchdowns, one ending in a field goal, and two
other touchdown passes that were called back because the
receivers stepped out of bounds.
He has shown a tremendous amount of confidence and poise over his last
two starts, and has gotten better by leaps and bounds as more has been
expected of him game after game.
Look for DinWIddie to shine even brighter next week as the Broncos take
on the Rice Owls on the road in another yvAC match-up.
'BQise State sports sc:hedule:
Women's soccer;' HoDleagainst SMU on Fri. ilt4p.m.
. ., 'Homeag~tUTEPonSun. at Ip.m.
VolltiybaIl: At Tulsa on 'Olur. at 7p.iU'.
" ,At ~ on sat. at 7p.m.
. '~~Ei~~F~
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New recreation center at Boise
State will compare to fitness clubs
-" "t."
right now is $24 it month with
a $49 processing fee. You have
to pay first and last month's
payment up front.
Weight training is
what Gold's Gym has tradi-
tionally specialized in with
tons of Tree weights and
machine weights to workout
on. Lately though, they have
begun to branCh out . to all
aspects of fitness. They cur-
rently offer classes for,. the
cycling machine, a body pump
~
class, which is a weight train-
ing class, and yoga. You can
also findcardio-machines such
as bicycle and treadmills.
The new Gold's Gym
will offer more than it has ever
offered before. They will have
basketball and racquetball
courts, as well as a track.
Idaho Athletic Cub has two
locations, one inBoise and one
inMeridian. The Boise location
is off State, Street. Rates .at,
see REt CENTER on PQ. 9~,
By Pgrrln Shindle
The Arbiter-
the equipment at the current
recreation center at BSU, here
are some of the bigger gyms in
H you are looking for a good the area and what theyhave to
place to workout and get back offer.
in shape, there are a number of Gold's GY-IDoffers a lot of
places you could join, for a promise for ire future with the
price, but your best bet may building of their new gym in
Just be right here at Boise Slate. Meridian, but right now is
"1wilf work out at the new something different. Gold's has
center, but now I workout three locations with I in
somewhere else," junior Meridian and two in Boise,
Summer Price said. none of which. are anywhere
H you're not satisfied with, near Boise State. Their rate
••••••.• ~ •• _." ._, , • .-' .' .~. : ,., ~c
., .,~" "~' ..'~-' ..~... - ...
~~~==---.-;..-:--- -- Sp-orts
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Wide receiver Billy WlnQneld leaps for a pass resultlnQ In a touchdown.
Photo by Ted Hannon, The ArbIler
Ryan Dinwiddie steps back Into the pocket to pass while outside tacklePeter Naumes blocks
REC CENTER
frompg.8
Idaho ~thletic Club range anywhere from $19-$30 a month,
depending on how long you sign up for. Student rates are from
$19-$25 a month.
Balance is what you can expect to find at Idaho Athletic Club.
The weight room IS fairly big with plenty of free weights and
machines. They offer racquetball courts and a pool as well as a
basketball court. There are aerobic classes offered at all different
times, along with a variety of other fitness classes .
24-Hour Fitness is located all over Boise, with a club within
walking distance of ~SU on Park Center. With a $69 processing
fee they have rates nght now for $24 a month. 24-Hour Fitness
also has the luxury of being open 24 hours a day.
24 Hour has a huge weight room with plenty of free weights
and machine weights. They have numerous racquetball courts
and they also have a pool. Similar to Idaho Athletic Club, 24
Hour offers classes for everyone from beginner to advanced in
all areas of fitness. r
All of the above gyms offer personal trainers but you will
have to pay extra to schedule them.
The BOise State recreation center offers much of the same
equipment as the gyms mentioned. You can find basketball
courts, a swimming pool, cardio machines, and a weight room.
The difference right now is the 'l.uality of the e'luipment. The
best part of the recreation center IS that you don t have to pay
anytning to use it, just show your BSU identification.
~oise State's weight room is about half the size of any of the
wel!?ht rooms from Gold's, Idaho Athletic, or 24-Hour Fitness
but It does have plenty of weights to ~et the job done.
The cardio machines at the recreation center are old and out-
dated, but again they do the job.
You can find more basketball courts at the rec-center
with lots of pick-up games throughout the week. Also the pool
at BSU is much bigger than any pool at the gyms above.
"I only workout somewhere else because of the equipment.
When the new rec-center opens I will be working out there for
sure," Dani Burlingame, a junior said.
If. you can put up with the equipment in the rec-center until
February, when the new center wilfbe finished, you will be able
catch by Wingfield. The
Broncos were up 24-0 and the
game was all but over.
The Bronco defense harassed
Idaho's quarterback Brian
Lindgren all night and sacked
him six times. Boise State's
defense seemed to have the
bend but don't break attitude
giving up 484 yards to the
Vandals, but only 13 points.
The two teams traded scores
as Blair Lewis scored on a 39-
yard touchdown run, followed
by a Dinwiddie 5-yard touch-
down run, and then Idaho
scored again on a 17-yard
reception to Chris Lacy. The
score at this point was 31-13.
Boise State pulled out the trick
playbook as Dinwiddie pitched
the ball to Porsey, who then
threw a touchdown pass to
Swillie to make the score 38-13.
"That was just unfair," Swillie
. joked of the trick play.
Boise State, doing what you
are supposed to do in a so-
called rivalry game, went up
top again as Dinwiddie hit Lou
Fanucchi for a n-yard touch-
down to end the scoring at 45-
13.
The Broncos were sharp and
it seemed they could do what-
ever they wanted, whenever
they wanted, and it showed
with the balanced numbers on
offense. They rushed for 209
yards and threw for 328 yards.
Dinwiddie was 16-of-21 for
298 yards and two touchdowns.
Forsey rushed 22 times for 120
yards and two touchdowns
rushing, with one throwing.
Wingfield had five receptions
for 82 yards.
Swillie had four catches for 50
yards and some very confident
words as the Broncos now head
into WAC play.
"We're coming out to shock
the nation, and we weren't
going to let Idaho get in the
way."
FOOTBALL
frompg.8
was set up by a 48-yard wide
receiver screen pass from Ryan
Dinwiddie to Billy Wingfield.
Forsey again finished off the
drive, but this time dove over
the pile from a yard away, actu-
ally doing a full flip and a half.
Idaho missed another field
goal on their next drive, this
time from 30 yards away. Boise
State promptly went down on
their next drive and Nick
Calaycay kicked a 36-yard field
goal to finish off the scoring in
the first half with Boise State
leading 17-0.
Boise State held Idahoto only
4 yards rushing in the first half,
but 229 yards passing. The
Broncos had a more balanced
attack with 85 rushing yards
and 163 passing yards.
The Broncos got the ball first
in the third quarter and the
Vandals again got hit with a
personal foul. That helped the
Broncos march down again and
score on an 18-yard touchdown
. ,
I· ..•.•
In search of onOwyhee desert oasis
An essgy by Bgrb McEvoy
I awoke in the morning
excited. I slathered myself
with sunscreen, hurried my
friend Ron through his coffee,
tossed his dogs into my
Explorer and headed south
along highway 78. I had a 60-
year-old map produced by the
BLM; it had perfect intercon-
necting lines and black and
white words coding a place
named Jump Creek. I had
been harboring a desire to find
the waterfall for months, but
until I stumbled upon the map
it- remained only another
Owyhee Canyon myth.
The road directions were
spelled out like a mathemati-
cal word problem. Head west
off 95- south on 74, after 3.5
miles of paved road go south
1.7 miles on gravel passing a
large ranch to the east.
Continue west 6.5 miles cross-
ing the creek to the south; and
so on. After an hour looking to
the' sun for direction, looking
to the river for direction, look-
ing to the highway signs for
direction; after an hour of
directing and redirecting we
tossed the map aside and
drove into Homedale to ask
directions at a convenience
store. But before we could
park in the lot a parade had to
pass.
It was the last day of the
Owyhee County Fair, and the
parade was crawling through
downtown. There were 16-
year-old police cars driven by
sixty -year-olds and fifty
-year- old Chevy's driven by
sixteen- year-olds. There were
high horses ridden by four-
year-olds, and ponies pulling
overweight men wielding tas-
seled leather whips and wear-
ing brightly colored Hawaiian
print shirts. All of the riders
were tossing treats out the
windows while children and
adults with plastic grocery
bags in hand scrambled along
the curbside snatching up the
sweet debris.
They grabbed pencils and
miniature toys and shiny
wrapped candies in various
shapes and sizes. "What'd ya
get?" was the catch phrase
swinging down the concrete
sidewalk as the M.e. intro-
duced the pageantry and
made inside jokes to the small
town lined up before him. "
And here's Billybob soon-so on
his 17 hand gray. Hey
Billybob! That horse looks a
bit like your ex wife from
behind." Guffaw, guffaw, guf-
faw.
I snuggled into the crowd
and melted into the shape of a
local enjoying every second of
the play. What simplicity!
People immersing themselves
into rich oxygen thick life and
I got to join. This is Owyhee
County, I said to myself. This
is small town America and I
am clever enough to know its
actually happening to me.
What luck! What sweet luxury
swept over me. I smiled at a
little girl in a fringed skirt
wearing her daddy's Stetson
and riding on a horse a story
high. Ghost riders rode by in
white capes, clip-clopping in
synchronicity; a tanned ado-
lescent boy wearing a loin
cloth and growing a wild
turkey feather in his hair rode
bareback on a soft brown
pinto. Yipee!' I hollered in my
head, and a smile grew up
around my cheekbones. I
wanted to sing the national
anthem! I wanted to swing
dance! I wanted to declare
myself among the pioneers
with a big wild Yehawl
Meanwhile, Ron had
ambled into the store for
directions. After the last horse
galloped away, I joined him.
An elderly man was manning
the register. As I neared Ron, I
could hear him thanking the
man. I edged up and asked for
a repeat. Now don't get me
wrong, I am sure Ron had the
route mapped out perfectlY1~~n
his mind, I just wanted' a
refresher, in case the eastern
rising sun made it to noon and
obscured any sense of direc-
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lapsed barn. He hailed the
truck and inquired within. A
man in his sixties with his
wife by his side were out
sight- seeing. He re-directed
us with serious eyes, clear
statements, and steady hand
gestures. He pointed in the
direction of the way we had
come. I looked down at some
rocks.
eled up the path, we wit- -'"
nessed one eye-catching sight ,'I
after another: Here a cave ,'j
carved into the canyon wall, :,1
painted with colorful spray.~
cans and floored by a pool of I
clear spring water: "HL loves :
BM; Satan LIVES, George was :
here, etc ... etc ... Not a pieto- ;:
graph in sight and yet the.J
modern art did not bother me.d
Instead I put the graffiti intoJ
archeological perspective and :'~]
allowed my own discovery to ;:.1
remain pristine allowing mor- ::1
alizing to be archaie- just -J
something to ponder on the ,'~':
way home. ,~1
We walked along and'~,l
talked about Indian paint-,"::
brush and igneous rocks,;;J
errant dogs, and things that (~
grow from the earth. '~:l
Symbiosis and geologic time. ".i;
All the time we were climbing ;:01
higher and higher toward the ;;g
sound of rushing water that >1
quickened our steps._At one .:'1
point, the stream disappeared,:i
and we had to detour to the ~
cliff wall to discover where it,:
had gone. We stood atop a .'
huge boulder the size of a'.:
small house and deciphered '.~
the water pushing its way "v : :
under the rock. I felt small and .,
very young: The age of the~:
world round and sturdy; a;,:\
granite foundation under my;;:
rubber soles. ',1'1".!
~;,.c"
We walked another eighth::
of a mile and there it was- :;:.:
the waterfalls of Jump Creek..""
. A white veil cascading over anH
auburn wall running through ~:",
a· thin wrinkle on the porous_
hide of the desert canyon. •
The falls drop a good fifty feet -.
into a black pool about fifteen :;,~'
feet deep and thirty feet ~
~cross. Good-sized rocks ~j
1I1chedout toward the middle ""
of the pool, and I teetered as :
close as my wobbly legs could :
carry me. I stood and listened :
to the water as it poured !
down the surface of the earth :
into this little cavern where I :
was. The sound fell rhythmi- :
cally on my ears and coursed I
its way through to my heart, :
at once, slowing my own I
rhythm and bringing me into :
it~ lullaby. I hummed along :
WIth the tune, all the while I
staring at the white lace veil :
piving itself unto the pool; los-.J.
111& ~y reservations, relin-;;:
qUIshmg my suspicions and ""l
reviving the spirit living in-;
my human form. :
I wanted to tear off my I
bindinps, dive i~, and float",J
naked 111 the freez1l1gpool jux-;"J
taposed against the 90-degree::ii
surface fifty feet above me. I ~
wanted to lay on my back and':
laugh- at the sun. "Look at '''"
me," I'd shout to the dusty:
sage clinging to the thin desert:
sand up above. "Come on;;:
down and drink from this~
spring that slips past your:
tlUrsty roots!" I reveled in my:
fantasy,. but kept my sturdy=
boots tied and balanced on my::
rock. . ..... .'. . ~
Behind me, Ron hummed;"
withanothergroup ofhikers,=
seeOWYHEEon rJCJ. 11 :=
tion I had latched on to. I
said, "Oh -turn right on the
first road after the creek? Ok.
And then what? Go down the
paved road until it becomes
gravel and then another
right? A ranch will be on the
hill rising to the left and then
go left? Sure, sure I got it. I
got it." We bought fluffy,
fatty, home baked biscuits
with greasy sausage and
pretzels and left. As they pulled away, puff-
It took us another forty ing up the fine desert sand,
minutes to get lost on a dirt Ron turned toward me with a
road going nowhere near the weary look. I smiled at him
creek. Instead we found our- and held up a rock. "I'll bet
selves on a narrow paved this is a thunder egg," I
road threaded between a reported in my best geo-Iogic.
field of tall corn. I should He gave me a crooked grin
have known the day would and held out his hand. "Let
have its way II me see it," he
with us then This Is It ... A virtual replied, shak-
when I saw thunder eqq paradise ing his head
s tan din g rlqht p,efore your very and trying not
fixedly up eyes. to laugh. It
ahead of was a beauti-
us- none-BarbMcEvoy ful specimen ..
other than Slightly tan
Coyote. She with splashes
waited until of soft amber
we had slowed down and crystals. I had been dragging
had a full look at her before Ron over desert terrain all
trotting off into the green sea summer in search of the elu-
of corn. When we came to the sive thunder egg. "This is it,"
end of the paved road we I exclaimed, stretching out my
turned north and found an arm," A virtual thunder egg
outstanding old house made paradise right before your
of stone situated against a very eyes." I was positive this
rocky hill. time. We gathered about
The house was three sto- twenty odd rocks of varying
ries high and had been van- colors, all dotted with brilliant
dalized by decades of crystals, piled them into the
teenagers looking for a place Explorer, and headed out to
to drink beer and 'whoop it find Jump Creek once more. I
up.' All of the walls were was happy. I was deeply,
ripped out on the inside and truly, ridi and happy, and I
broken glass from the win- hadn't even made it to the
dows had fallen through the waterfall yet!
torn up floor years ago. Just We retraced our route and
inside the threshold, a found the famous graveled
jackrabbit carcass lay dried road. A hundred yards up the
and hard, having been a road we saw a sign, "Jump
recent chew for wily coyote. Creek." Simple as that. A hun-
The abandoned building was dred more yards and another
homey and wonderful. sign-"Pack it in, Pack it
The dogs and I stepped Out-Jump Creek State Park."
around the mess, and as they Hmm .. .I nasally intoned and
sniffed at the floorboards mentioned the obvious. Ron
looking for the rest of the agreed. A sign on the main
rabbit, I drew pictures in my highway may have been help-
mind. I plastered up the ful. We pulled into a turnout
walls with yellow paper and near the creek and parked our
polished the floor with rig next to two other trucks at
musky linseed. I hung pic- the head of the trail. Next to a
tures and moved in furniture, pit toilet, atop a flat rock, was
an oak side board here, a .a pile of coyote crap and
porcelain sink, a brass bed... board sign describing the
I potted ivy and conversa- attributes of poison ivy. I tied
tions. I envisioned the build- my shoelaces on my hiking
ing filled with the. sounds of boots and we stepped onto
children and the odor of the dirt trail. Soon we were
fresh-baked bread. Through following a path well below
the glass I envisioned a the surface of the high sage
farmer fixing barbed wire strewn prairie.
fence, balancing on the hill- Jump Creek sings with" a
side, and a hired hand shoe- high rippling pitch, resonat-
ing horses in the baJm:Up on ing beneath musky cotton-
the rise, a lone northern wood and lush sweet ivy. The
Piaute scouting for wild slender creek is coorand clear
horses. It all came alive in my as it slides over rounded peb-
head and swirled around me bles, good-sized rocks, and
like a warm breeze hugging fallen tree limbs. Minnows
me from all sides. dart from one shaded hole to
The sound of an engine another, their brown skins
puIled me from my fiction. I reflecting sporadic sunlight.
found Ron looking down the At the creek, the dogs took
road. A pickup was heading. a hefty drink and wet their
ourway Churning up a cloud sizzling paws as I gathered in
of dust as it emerged from the cool air and refreshed my
the canyon behind the col- own burnjngs~.Aswe trav-
;...
lnterview; Cake frontlD.anD· . . .' .
talks about 'girls, cars'
ly.Had',?' D!1bby . . .ing how to have more confi- other electric guitars that we
)aily Californian (U. Califomltl- dence with arrangements. never see, he brings them
rer1ieley) Learning, how to work with around every once in a while for
other people better. kicks.
DC: What about your album DC:What kind of a girl is a girl
covers? . who wears a short skirt with a
VD:Wehad the "do it yourself' long jacket?
ethic ill this band and John has VD: It's sort of a metaphor. It's
always designed the album cov- just like when you call a boat a
ers, When we got into our con- si!'l - you refer to a ship as
tract with Capricorn and with "she" - that's what the girl in
our new label Columbia, both of the song is. It's not a ship but
them have an appreciation for some other thing in life.
the album cover art. DC: Really?
DC: How involved is each of VD: It's not surprising that peo-
the members of the band in pIe would take that song literal-
coming up with the music? ly because that's how it's writ-
VD: In terms of the lyrics, John ten, but it refers to a deeper
writes all of the lyrics, he's our 'yeaming which is the undereur-
songwriter. He's really the best rent of American life. Itmakes it
from songwriter among us and a more interesting song, doesn't
everyone else, but we all collab- it?
orate on arrangements. DC: All of your songs seem to
DC: What do you have to say have to do with one of two
about your unique style-does it things - girls or cars - why is
say who you are as people? . that?
VD: I suppose it does. It says VD: It's just what everyone has
that we are aware of American in common. Everyone has in
musical history, aware of the common relationships involv-
current political climate and ing love and the car is a univer-
aware that there is sometimes sal symbol for freedom, so they
danger in too much excess. are good song topics.
DC: And yet the songs are so DC: So are you more into cars
simple. or girls?
VD:Yeah I guess that might be VD:I'm more into girls - that'strue. I'm not sure about that. I'll an easy question. been on Cake. DC: Why did you call" Arco a man instead of women ."
let you comment on that instead DC: Do you ever compare DC: Inwhat way? Arena" by that name? singing it. I guess it's just some-
of me. yourself to other bands? VD:The hooks, a lot of the gui- VD:Because it sounds like prog times you can get new meaning
DC: This is a very important VD:Not really. tar hooks. The arrangements rock and the type of music you from the same material. Words
question-for how long has DC: How about being influ- aren't overbearing; there's room usually hear in a basketball have many meanings - the
John had that guitar? enced by other bands? ' for all the instruments in the arena. same word has many meanings
VD:That's actually his mother's VD: I think Led Zeppelin is arrangements. DC:Whatinspires you to cover, so if the same words are said by I
guitar. I think she used to sing probably the biggest influence DC: How would you describe songs like "1Will Survive"? a different person with a differ-
and play that guitar to him in this band, I think, I just real- your music? VD: It was a well-written song ent tone of voice, then a new 'c.
when he was a kid. ized that this week. VD: I'd call it high impact, easy that works well in any style. - message is created. t ,
DC: Does he have other gui- DC: What happened? listening. DC: Even though it was origi- DC: What message do you "
tars? VD:I guess we were listening to DC:What does that mean? nally written and sung by a want to send to your listeners? r r
VD: He does. He has one other "Dancing Days" on Houses of VD: It means that it's accessible . woman? YO:I think that life is both emo-
acoustic guitar that is a back-up the Holy, and I realized what a to a lot of people, but there is VD:~at's, I tJ:!ink!what made ~t tional and interesting.
for that one guitar and he has big influence Led Zeppelin has still some modern meaning to it. really interesting ISthat there IS
Cofumbta grad tackles MTV ·c.
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)ally Californian: How do you
eel about Guinness and oys-
ers?
/inoeDi Fiore:I likeoysters a lot
LI\dI like Guinness a lot and
hey are both robust and flavor-
Ultreats.
JC: What drew you to perform
It the Guinness and Oyster
l'estival this weekend?
VD: I don't know, I couldn't
nonestly tell you, other than a
couple of the band members live
in the East Bay and it's always
nice to play a free show in the
park in your home town.
DC: Aren't you guys
Sacramento?
YO: .We are from Sacramento.
Now two people live in the East
Bay, two people live in
Sacramento and one person
lives inLos Angeles.
DC: Sounds like you guys have
to travel a lot.
VD:We do a lot of traveling. We
alternate between Sacramento
and Oakland (for rehearsals).
DC: How long have you been
together?
VD:We've been together for 10
years. It was a very gradual
process getting to where we are
right now, but we were aided by
radio hits like "Rock and Roll
Lifestyle," "The' Distance" and
"Never there."
DC:Has your music grown and
changed over that time?
VD: It hasn't changed that.
much, it's grown because we've
grown as musicians and as
ecord producers.
C: In what way?
0: Learning how to use a stu-
dio to our advantage and learn-
OWYHEE
frompg.10
earning their names and the
F laces they were from. After a
ij,. hile I let them draw me
", way from the purity of my
~;;urroundings. . .
i!:l I caught the tall end of a
,fikonversation. " ...Yeah, the Air
~~orce bombed this place ten
\t;years ago. Did you see the
vK:giant boulder? They don't
.\......-------------------------,
Bv Nat Jac:ks bein~ a part of the Butler libra7-
"riding the bus with McCain,
Columbia Daily Spectator "nig t crowd," but acknowl-
getting life lessons from Jesse .
(Columbia U.) edged that he was equally
Ventura, being shut out by
broud of the late-night drinking Bush, and dodging tear gas cans '
While he sees himself as just inges that often interrupted his
at riots during the Democratic
1another young twenty-some-
study sessions. Convention."
thing with "more questions than Yago's study in European
With the end of the cam-
answers," Gideon Yago, a 2000 History led him to write his the-
paign came the end of Yago's ,
Columbia University f:.,duate, sis on "the radicalization of
job. But MTV seemed to recog- Ihas seen more in his . t year youth movements in the 20th nize Yago's potential and hired
out of college than most recent century," he said. The fact that
him as a writer for MTVNews.
.\
graduates have. this thesis led to the unraveling
When one of the hosts of the
In the course of a year, Yago of his former adherence to the
show became a videojockey, I
left his academic back~ound in straight-cdge, punk-rock youth
Yagowas hired as a host.
\
European history be ind him movement is characteristic of
During his short time as a "
and hobnobbed with John Yago's overriding interest in
host, Yago has also infused '
McCain and JesseVentura while ideas for their own sake, even if
MTV with his enthusiasm, r .--~,
he covered the 2000~esidential they lead him to question his
although he has covered some
,
elections for MTV. ow, he is own direction and purpose in
grim issues for the network. t
one of the hip few who host life.
Earlier this year, he created a IMTVNews. This period of self-cxamina- piece about hate crimes in
Yago's news coverau has tion was not restricted to Yago's
America that will air in October. I
taken him around the nited realizations about his teenage
"I spent the better part of the
States,but he is a New YorkCity ideologies. "I was feeling deflat-
spring looking at autopsy pho- I
fixture. A Queens native, Yago ed because," Yago said, "I had
tos," said a somewhat jaded I
took advantage of a creative no idea what I wanted to do." Yago. i
writing program at Columbia Enter MTV.Yago heard that
Yago also covered the recent I
one summer as a hi~ school the channel was looking for
terrorist attacks on New York
I
student; during which e set his young reporters to stir up polit-
and was in the production 1
sights on Columbia for college ical interest in 18-25 year olds
booth last Friday for a taping of 1
because he wanted to be a during its "Choose or Lose"
a piece about anti-Middle ;J
writer. "I was lured bi: the Jack coverage of the 2000 presiden-
Eastern backlash in America
Kerouac mhtholo~," e said. tial campaign. Yago document-
since the Sept. 11 attacks. He -,
I
But w en e came to ed the Ku Klux Klan rally in !J0ved during the taping that
I "
Columbia'-f6y'c6ltege; ··Yago ,·lower Manhattan in October .s fiercely ind:tendent :rson-
..,
decided tothursue creative writ- 1999and sent his work to MTV,
ality is always .ve and .eking. ,
ing out of e classroom, saying which subsequently hired him MTV chose to Kate down his I :i
that he did not want to share his as one of six "Choose or Lose"
piece on backlas to make room I d
work with what he described as campaign reporters.
for longer interviews on the · ;1,
"the creative elite who just wear Yago's new job changed his
attacks, with celebrities like · 1,
the right T-shirts to get laid." life overnight. "I hadn't even Courtney Love,
David '1 1~ ,~
Instead, Yago kept his mind told my parents until I got the Arquette, and BenStiller.
I i
and o~tions open, as he often job," he said.
Yago grudgingIy accepted
I
1I
does. hoppin~ around for aca- "MTV was like, 'who's your
this addition an watched it
,, "
demic stimu us, he found agent? Who's your lawyer?' I feed onto the ta): after record-
• I.,Dewitt Clinton Professor Eric signed away mchpower of attor- ing the part that e had written. "·Foner and Professor Mark von ney to a law s 001 friend for a But when an advertisement for "
Hagen, two pillars of six-pack at the West End." Ben Stiller's
new movie "
Columbia'S history department. Yagofinished his thesis before Zoolander
ran after Stiller's ·
sound byte in Yago's piece,
~
"Foner made me want to take re;aduating in Ma}' of 2000 and
..
history, and von Hagen made eft Columbia to hit the cam- Yago was visibly incensed as
•
me want to focus on European paign trail for MTV. the off-air camera broadcast him
history," Ya~o said. The events of the 2000 cam-
using an obscenity from the stu-
.,·
He worked ard at Columbia as paign were predictably crazy dio to the production booth.
I
alwafiS' both socially and acade- and fascinating. Among many
mica y. Yago fully admitted to moments, Yago remembers
believe anything lives out
here. You should have seen it
before ... " It made me dizzy:
the -words, the water and
mans world. Coming back to
reality I remembered what he
said was true .. The Owyhee
Canyon Lands were pock
marked by US Air Force
Smart Bombs. Flashes of big
horn standing on the colored
rock at Leslie Gulch shot
across the landscape: an
eagles nest I camped under at
Little Jacks Creek, a huge herd
of big horns lined atop
columns of sixty"million year
old basalt flows; wild horses
spotted off Sommer Camp
road. And big flashy smart
bombs imploding their earth.
All these visions spiked
across my surroundings like
shrapnel glistening off the
sun. Coyote, white tail deer,
elk, black bear, peregrine,
eagle, blue heron, fox, red-tail
hawk and spring fed water-
falls pouring water older than
the Dead Sea scrolls. The Air
Force argues: nothing impor-
tant lives nere.
Environmentalists argue: this
is America's last refuge. The
AirPorce argues: we need to
practice warfare. People
argue: we need to practice life.
The Air Force argues: nothing
important lives here, and we
argue: then why did I sudden-
ly feel so alive? .
We laughed a bit, separat-
ed from the foreigners, and
then went our separate ways.
After Ron and I arrived home,
we lay our crystal treasures in
a line behind the house. Each
one of them harbored shiny
crystals that reflected off sink-
·tngambets,un dipping behind·
the' blue Owyhee Mountains.
We found some copper hiding
inside amber colored quartz,
but none of the rocks turned
out to be thunder eggs after
all.
Ron and I held them in our
hands and admired the pris-
matic colors reflecting the
light. We gave them names,
birthplaces, and even ages,
then smashed the rocks with a
heavy sledge hammer and
scattered their shattered
remains to the jack-rabbits
and the sage and the dry
desert sand.
Professional sports teams from around the West will be p.esting jobs, interviewing
and hiring for lobs In the sports industry. There will.a~~obe guest speakers, panel
diS(IJSSlonsand an entire day of sports related adlvlhos. -
J08 POSrlNGSINCLUDE' TfIUlllS INCLUDE,
" Marketing Tacoma Raniers Yakima Bears
Sales Spokane Indians Boise Hawks
Public Relations Spokane Shadaw Sacramenla
Stadium Operations Spokane Chiefs River(ols
. Media Relations EIPaso Dloblos _ & More Teamsl .
Internships
SAruRDAY, ocr. 27
SPOKANE ARENA • SPOKANE, WA
Seminar & Job fa~ Re;lstrallon Is 570, The IH Includes lull partldpallon In the evenl. lunth and
a l:3.e' 10 Ihe Spokane Chien Hockey game that evening,
.,
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All that is 'Glitter'
Isn't gold
Pay ItForward '
Starring: Kevin.Spacey,
Helen Hunt,
Haley Joel Osment
Directon Mimi Leder
Rated PG-13By Joe Partin
The Technician
(North Carolina
State U.)
Based 'on me best-selling
novel by Catherine Ryan Hyde,
Pay It Forward, the film,
breathes much needed fresh air
into the stagnant stratosphereof
Hollywood. Mimi "Leder's
direction is inventive and com-
plex, yet, conversely, exuding
an underlying simplicity. '
Eugene Simenot (Kevin
Spacey), a middle school social
studies teacher gives his class
an unusual assignment: Come
up with an idea that will change
the world. Every semester he
gives the same assignment to.
his students and the results are
usually well intentioned, but
generally fall short of his expec-
tations.
Simenot is finally challenged
when he meets a new pupil,
Trevor McKinney (Haley Joel
Osment). This young idealist
invents a utopian concept, sug-
gesting that people do favors
for one another, and repay them
by paying it forward, instead of
paying it back. In essence, per-
petuating the chain of benevo-
lence three-fold.
The film interjects different
characters into the script, at
what appears to be the same
place in time, but the linear
sequence is not what it appears
tobe. McKinney's pay it for-
ward concept comes full circle,
and spreads to other cities. One
Los Angeles perpetuator calls it
"cosmic Aristotle shit, man!"
A journalist gets a hold of the
story and eventually links it to
McKinney's utopian assign-
ment. McKinney's mom (Helen
Hunt) becomes romantically
involved with Simenot, mostly
due to her son's matchmaking
plan; his first pay it forward
recipient.
This Oscar-laden cast
(Spacey, Hunt, Osment) deliv-
ers stellar performances.
Nominations for this year's
Academy Awards are sure bets
for all three actors. Pay It
Unfortunately; all
that glitters is not
gold, and in the
case of Mariah
Carey's new movie
Glitter, the viewer
is served a big plate
of pyrite. Poor
Mariah has had a
tough year. She
watched her first
sin g 1 e
("Loverboy") from
her new album fail,
she had a nervouS
breakdown, and
she stars in one of
the worst films
about the music
industry ever
made.
While Glitter is 1!;;;fWi,i&::I
bad, it's a bit of
escapism from all ,~
that has happened r
in recent weeks.
The film (at least a
majority of it) takes
place in 1983 where
Billie (Carey) is a
typical '80s club-
bel'. She and her
friends Louise (Da
Brat) and Roxanne
(Tia Texada) have
few worries and spend most
of their lives dancing the
night away at New York
clubs.
While clubbing one evening,
the girls meet a shady pro-
ducer who wants them to
sing back up for a wannabe
singer who has problems hit-
ting her high notes (much
less any notes). Of course,
Billie can sing and the pro-
ducer uses her voice to
"ghost" the singer's. The
secret is discovered by OJ
Dice (Max Beesley, doing his
best Mark Wahlberg), who
takes on Billie as his girl-
friend/producer. From here
on out, the movie touches on
every industry -cliche imagin-
able.
Billie is marketed as a sex
object. Her friends are
shunned (but ior some rea-
son have no care that they are
being screwed), Dice is over-
Forward is definitely a winner,
evoking sadhappy feelings and
proving to the masses that good
scripts still exist in the superfi-
cial world of Hollywood.
mean I can tou
feel inside.' I
Blow is a cautionary tale,
offering insight into the popular
cocaine scene of the "disco gen-
eration." In the pinnacle Of
[ung's career, he meets a
Colombian beauty, Mtrtha
(Penelope Cruz), and-this is
when his life goes steadfastly
downhill. They seem to have it
all: a m~ion in a ritzy Mia~i
suburb, vmtage Eur0k'ean cars
and all of wealthy tnmmings.
But once the couple has a child
and [ung has made millions of
dollars, he decides to quit the
business. All of this seems like fl
picture-perfect American
dream, except for an ongoing
DEA investigation, which leads
to his eventual arrest. t
While in prison, his wife
basically turns his daughter
against him. When he is finally
paroled, he tries in vain to
reestablish a relationship with
her. Mirtha insists that he pay
child support, so Jung goes
back to work doing the only
thing he knows how to do:
smuggling drugs across inter-
national borders. Once again,
he gets busted, but this time, he
is set up by his old colleagues in
a DEA sting.
At this J?oint, all hopes of
rekindling ties with his daugh-
ter are squashed by a 60-year
sentence. The ending is a sad
reality of a father who desper-
ately' misses his daughter. So
much, he actually has halluci-
nations where she visits him in
prison for an emotional
reunion. .,
Demme's cinematography
employs freeze-frames, mon-
tage scenes and slow motion
sequences, which have become
commonplace in contemporary
filmmaking. Because of these
technical attributes and solid
performances by Depp and
Liotta, all is not lost. Blow is still
worth the' rental monks, bi\t
might send some people, i~
search of a Narcotics
Anonymous meeting. :~.,
I,
I.
Blow
Starring: Johnny Depp,
Penelope Cruz,
Ray Liotta, Paul.
Ruebens
Director: Ted Demme
Rated R
This drug-induced film by
Ted Demme. is based on Bruce
Porter's book, "Blow: How a
Small Town Boy Made $100
Million with the Medellin
Cocaine Cartel and Lost it All."
Blow is the true story of George
[ung (Johnny Depp), a major
importer of cocaine during the
'70s.
Lets start by saying, if
Johnny Depp and Ray Liotta
weren't in Blow, the film would
fail miserably. Demme's direc-
tion is reminiscent of Liotta's
narrative in Scorcese's
GoodfeIlas, but this is wherethe
comparison stops. Ironically,
Liotta plays [ung s compassion-
ate father in Blow, instead of a
drug dealer.
The film documents the rise
and fall of Jung's notorious
career in the dangerous world
of drug importing. His
Colombian blow is so pure, one
user says, "I can't feel my face. I
Whoever decided that Carey
should cross over into film is
probably looking for a new
job right about now. Glitter
also tries too hard 'to pull at
our emotions in some scenes,
while disregarding them in
others (Billie's relationship
with the mother that
orphaned her is a rather
extraneous back-story) and
much of the dramatic scenes
evoke snickers.
While Glitter is a bad movie,
it is certainly not the worst
film ever made. It's one of
those movies that you are
able to sit through. Glitter is
light on its feet but too close-
ly resembles the standard
Hollywood films that we
have become accustomed to
recently.
Nothing about the film is
original, but if you're looking
for something carefree and
'superficial, then Glitter is
worth a matinee (maybe).
bearing, and Billie has
dreams of singing at Madison
Square Garden. All of this
and more happen in just
about a year of Billie's life.
The film is based loosely on
Carey's real life. Dice closely
resembles Carey's relation-
ship with ex-husband
Tommy Mottola, who was
said to have shaped (and con-
trolled) her career in the
beginning. At times, Dice
seems sympathetic and over-
bearing, but we as the audi-
ence don't know if we are
supposed to like him or not.
The film does have some
redeeming qualities, though
not many. Director Vondie-
Curtis Hall (Gridlock'd")
uses some clever editing
techniques that give the film
some rather stylistic quali-
ucs. but the performances by
the actors are mediocre at
best, and in the case of Carey,
robotic.
Chihuly glass collector to speak at BAM
By Drew Jansen
Special to Tile Arbiter
Since July 21, more than
30,000 people have seen Dale
Chihuly's glass artwork, which
is currently on exhibit at the
Boise Art Museum until Oct.
14. Now there is a chance to
hear from the man who
brought C1fJhuly's glass cre-
ations to Boise.
George R. Stroemple will
give a public lecture about his
collectIon and relationship
with Chihuly on Oct. 4 at BAM.
Stroemple. an Oregon busi-
nessman and avid art collector,
will be in town to offer insight
into Chihulr's unique forms,
"He wil be sharing his dif-
ferent perspectives on the four
aspects of Chihuly's work in
his collection," said Christine
[arski, BAM's Director of
External Affairs.
Chihuly, originally from
Tacoma, WA, is one of the
world's most respected and
famous glassblowers. His glass
can be found throughout the
world, from the massive layout
inside the Tower, of David in
Jerusalem, to the extravagant
ceiling of the Bellagio Hotel in
Las Vegas. His work currently
on display at BAM ranges from
an 850 piece, 3,500-pound mul-
tilevel chandelier to smaller
cylinders with ornate glass
flowers and spiraling vines in
an endless array of colors.
Stroemple's collection high-
lights four different aspects of
Chihuly's work: the Venetian
series, Lino / Pino collabora-
tions, Irish Cylinders and the
Macchia collection. There are
also several of Chihuly's rare
Works on Paper. Many' of these
works are being exhibited for
the first time nationwide at
BAM.
[arski said Chihuly's exhibit
is helpful in bringing more
prominent shows to Boise in
the near future. BAM has
begun a campaign to attract
more world-renowned artists.
"Chihuly's work has been
received by a very good
response," she said.
Along with the Chihuly
exhibit, BAM also features sev-
eral permanent installations.
These galleries showcase a
wide variety of artists from all
over the world, with afl
emphasis on artists of the
Pacific Northwest, American
Relativism and ceramics.
"The upcoming lecture
from Stroemple is the perfect
way to bring to a close, the
eclectic, intriguing work of the
world's foremost glass artist,t'
[arski said. :
I
If You Go ..• .
. ' .
Marigold Macchia by Dale Chllhuly.
George R. Stroemple, the Oregon bualnessman who:
brought the world renowned Dale Chihuly glass exhibit to :
Boise, will be speaking at 5:30 p.m. Oct. 4 at the Boise Art :
Museum. :
The lecture is free with admission ($6 forBSU students).:
There is also an annual pass available for $15, good for one: I
year from the date of purchase. :
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REMINDERI
ASBSU (-426-1440) provides
FREI!AnORNEY
CONSULTAnoNS
wlth.~prtv"'~fC4'
mOll ~ problema you may
. have.
Iocluc:ling:
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and
debt problems
personal Injury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensation
claims
DUI/crlmlnal
TAKE
ADVANTAGEI
•~ports Minded
looking for competi-
!!lve leaders who want
it'o achive an above
:average lifestyle.
:#672-8857
%50 Sign on Bonus
Customer Serv/Sales
Reps work for top
nothc internet co.
fun/casual call center
wlflex hours Pff &.
Frr hours avail, Top
pay+commission
Great job For
Students
Call R9W J7i1 i1700
i
I·,:Are you a female 20-
132?NWOD is looking
:for ovum (egg) donors'n your area. Would
'you like to help some-
one's dream come true
'and earn $4000. For
more info call
:208-634-9774. ...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...'Get free help with
.your writing at the
,aSU Writing Center
:LA-200, 426-3585.
c.lAS9SUb M~
Attorneya:Mwpetwlllri1
lOlIJohn~d~
& leunU L.- 0tIIc::H UP,
BolM,10 IMAGINE THIS:
, EYenin~ &WeKeOO shifts ~ rnwt
'l~DoI1ar'OUI~amgen~ll.W
• Paid Training
~ ~TURNER&KLtm.
"
.Sewing Services..
Zippers, hems, but-
I tons, knits, etc.
.Pickup/ deliver.
Student/ Faculty
prices. 368-0516
I1:I0USing I
Evergreen Suites -
Partially Furnished
rivate Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid - FREE HBO
843-1600 $350/Month
%50 Sign on Bonus
30 immediate open-
ings! Phone
Surveyors-all business
to business calls Fun
casual call center
wlflex hours Work
Pff &. Fff -set your
own schedule
Great For Students
Call now- 378-8700
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Start your own
Fraternity! Zeta Beta
Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter.
If you·are interested in
. academic success, a
chance to network and
an opportunity to
make friends in anon-
. pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnation-
a1.org or call
800-431-9674.
Female roommate
wanted to share
2bd/1ba apt. Clean,
resp. no drugs, pets,
smaokers. #367-1205.
~-0F~Sale
Toyota '91 Camry,
120k miles, cold A/C,
tilt, great gas milage!
good condo #385-9620
CAREFuL,
-CAREFUL. 't..,
.
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l.JI\LL Y SPILLED
SODA ON THE DNA
MODULE. YOUR
CLONE IS ONE-HALf
HORSE POSTERIOR.
AND ONE-HALf
THAT ISN'T LIKE
YOU.THERE'S A PROBLEM
WITH YOUR CLONE.
)
1 THE PROCEDURE DIDN'T ~
«» EXACTLY WORK. SO lii YOU'RE NOT SO MUCH ~
I A HUI"\A.N BEING AS ~
YOU ARE A... :.
~c~
GOD? KNICKKNACK.
E
8
~
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.;
~ I ASSURE YOU THAT
~ THIS PROGRAM HAS
~ A TOTALLY, TOTALLY..
~ DIfFERENT NAME.
;....
~c~
AREN'T YOU THE
SAME CONSULTANT
WHO SOLD US THE
WORTHLESS TOM
PROGRAM A FEW
YEARS AGO?
YOU'VE GOT TO
IMPLEME-NT A
SIX SIGI"\A.
PROGRAM OP,..ELSE
YOU'RE DOOMED.
E
i
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Henley or Daniel
5 Share billing
11 Hit head-on
14 Precinct
15 Additional
performance
16 Baba
17 Dryer trappings
18 Ambrose or Bacall
19 .Won follow-up?
20 Se"-reliant
22 Blast letters
23 Some: Fr.
24 Data displays
26 Bridge opening
29 Condescend
33 Meriwether or
Grant
34 Wedding vaN
35 Crownlets
37 Etc.'s cousin
40 Fresh
41 Send-Ups
43 "_Bravo"
44 Rowan and
Rather
46 Ogle
47 Fuss
, 48 Hanoi holiday
50 More crafty
51 Light touch
52 Piercing cry
55 Ventilate
57 Sock end
58 Burying the
hatchet
OS Possess
66 .Of primitive
groups
67 Influence
68 Was in front
69 Busy
70 Notevvorthy times
71 Wynn and Begley
12 Irish and Spanish
growths
73 Lois of the "Daily
Planet"
© 2001 Tribune Media services, Inc
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SolutBons7 Desert Stonn
missile
8 Sped
9 we all?
10 Temporary car
11 Jalopy
12 Isolated
13 After-dinner treats
21 Nuisances
25 Hive builder
26 Fasten
27 Inspiration'
28 Slumps
30 Authorof
"Expensive
People"
31 Window on a
corbel
32 Ward off
36 Ernes
38 Opera se~in Egypt
39 Booty
42 Landing area
45 Get the point
49 Type of gong
52 Purloined
53 Intimidated
54 Italian explorer
Polo
56 Turn back
59 Packaged sets of
materials
60 Sacred bird of
ancient Egypt
61 Central part of a _
church
62 Distinctive
atmosphere
63 Tartan-wearing
group
64 Otherwise .
DOWN
1 Java's neighbor
2 Emerald Isle
3 Lookafter
4 Loathed
. 5 Of the sky
6 Judah's son
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'By frgnkDgyles
. Knight RidderNewspaptrs .
WASmNGTON - A new
peace movement opposed' to
military retaliation for the cat-
astrophic attacks of Sept. 11 is
stirring, trying to find its
voice and' seeking support for
.nonviolence.
InWashington/a variety of
peace groups marched this
past week~nd. Organizers' for
a march on the Justice
Department and the Capitol
on Saturday hoped to lure
protestors who had planned
to be here for World Bank-
IMF meetings that were can-
celed. . .
"We're just coming out of
the grief and shock like every-
one/ but we need to speak out
thaf our country should pur-
sue justice, not vengeance,"
said Carol Moseley of
Gainesville, Fla., head of the
Florida Coalition for Peace
and Justice in Gainesville.
Another group, the
Washington Peace Center,
marched with local residents
on Sunday, much like the vig-
ils and demonstrations that
were held last Week' on more
than. 100 college call1puses,
according tl) organize~.
"Right now there~s a need
to tend to the grassroots,
.shore up the base, buildorga-
nizatioris," said Scott LynCh,
communications director for
Peace Action, which used to
be SANE,.· an. anti-nuclear
group. .., .
Several organizers say they
don't want to minimize the
mass murder of Sept. 11, and
they're mindful that many
Americans see dissent as
naive or unpatriotic.
But they say the 80-90 per-
cent approval for military
action in some public opinion
polls masks deep misgivings
about U.S. policy and the dan-
gers of a vaguely defined war
on terrorism.
"There's an attempt to
silence the voices of those
who question how we got into
this," said Rev. Graylan
Hagler, a Congregational
minister in Washington.
"We're dealing with a real
atmosphere of chest-beating
and saber-waving _ and that
compels us to act."
. Most llctlvi$tlifavorbiing';
in~ terrorist groups tojustice~ •
usmg .international coopera-
tion to pressure and capture
the -Ieaders and' bring them
before a world court. . .
"We plead for a thorough';;'
investigation of the terrorist .~.
~r~~Zr.F~J~'~~;~.=:,.~:·,
l~~~~~tpfo~t~i~~ ~~~::a;y l~~~;'hai~~:;: ~~mOre'~,:Sta~ SUPP9~ many dicta-
Another warning that "a thew1l;hho~#{()reignllJ,d.inillionJast}"earalone.·. .J:brial. governments in an
military response will not end cOinC;i!J,ing",iihlhe'usepf' ,,>',without '!he':lla,Il~()~:~;,~·:·\.!~pt;-to/stifle any.~-
the terror' was signed by ~onstofuJ:'(:eOtherCO\lI\~·\Place/~,:UJUte<1State!i:iSnoW:'ll1Stup~.· ..·... -;. .
more than 150 entertainers tries .to aetept the United, .....free to ap~ve an Irite'mational·:· ..~/onQnenand you're trying
and business and civil rights ~tates/g1obal a~dll.:accord" ..•¥0l!'etary'Puhd '.loan~(·$136 ·..toali.gn:'~ with. a·.nwn1Jerj)f
leaders, including Harry mg to. UruvefSltyof 'riilllionfur Pakis~SlUdState"'JslalXUc .countries . against
Belafonte, Bonnie Raitt, Rosa Wisconsin-Madison political DepaI't!Jlimt spokespersoll Afghartistan," he said. /IOn the
Parks, Martin Sheen and the science professor Michael Riduu'dBoucher in a sept. 24 downside,ofcoUI5e, is, you
founders of Ben & Jerry's lee Bamettv. ' . .., press conference.. ". end up propping upaulliori-
Cream. Barnett said the United Bush .. has . also' asked' tarianregimes:' , . . .
Many activists are also States is now using itseconom- Con~ to repeal a sanction . Barnett went on to say that
highlighting civil liberties ic bulk to grease the wheels of against Pakistan brought. on,by this fight against terrorism is
issues, the rights of Arab- internatiorial coo~tionfol'a the 1999military coup of its' omnipresent on the minds of
Americans and other Muslims possible attack on Afghanistan democratic government. Unlike the.Americim people and that
and pushing' for more educa- and the war on terrorism. . other sanctions/ which Bush sacrifices, both physical and
tion about South Asia and "People don't like it when could remove by presidential ideological, would have to be
U.S. policies. we beat them up," he said. decree, this can ornyberepealed made to have a victorious out-
"It's like" my grandmother through the legislative process. come.
always said, 'It's easier to The United States will ''If the most important bat-
attract bees with honey than attempt to help other countries tle to be fought IS the [one
with ~gar:".. in ~ cohesive effort to wipe ter- against Afghanistan], . you
Pakistan has receiVedmost ronsm off the face of the earth, have to make a few pads with
of the honey so far. President according to Boucher. the devil," he said..
Bush lifted economic sanctions But Barnett said Pakistan and
Bush tries to inspire faith in air security
By Martin Merzer· gnd ~ve~ as. B,:!sh at~empted to stronger cockpit doors and
SY'J'gna. Chgtterlee inspire faith m the air travel sys- more weapons-carrying, plain-
Klllg1lt RIdder Newspapers tem, a frightening reminder clothes sky marshals aboard
came of the crisis confronting planes.
airlines and the Americans who, "One of the great goals of
until Sept. 11, patronized them this nation's war is to restore
in great numbers: • public confidence in the airline
'rh~Pentagon confirmed that industry," Bush said. "It's to tell
two Air Force generals can issue the traveling public, 'Get on
orders to shoot down any jetlin- board, do your business around
er that ~reatens U.S. cities. At the country. Fly and enjoy
the White House, spokesman America's great destination
Scott McClellan called it a "last spots:
resort" option.. "Get down to Disney World
"If the plane is nose down in Florida. Take your families
and threatens the safety and and enjoy life the way we want
security of the American pea- it to be enjoyed:'
pie, that is the type of situation Just as Bush uttered the
,we're talking about," McClellan words "get on board," an air-
said. plane roared overhead. "That's. :? diminish th~ ghastly po.s- got a nice ring to it," he said.
slbllity of such action, Bush Said The audience cheered. Many
the federal government eventu- in attendance were threatened
ally ~ll take control of airport by waves of layoffs sweeping
secunty. Meanwhile, he asked through the airline industry, but
governors to post National they brought their children and
Guard troors in the nation's 420 they waved American flags and
commercia passenger airports. they erupted into chants: "U-S-
Nearly 5,000 troops soon A!U-S-A!"
may be trained in security tech- The United and American
niques by the Defense jetliners were parked facing
Department and the Federal each other, and they framed a
Aviation Administration, said a large American flag - and the
White . House official who 'president of the United States.
requested anonymity. The fed- Bush said, "I think it's inter-
eral government, will pick up esting that on one side we sec
the cost, which could range to 'American,' on the other side, it
$150million, the officialsaid. says, 'United: Because that's
As expected, Bush also what we are. America is united.
announced other measures to We are united in bringing jus-
enhance faith in the nation's tice to those folks who did the
vital air traffic system, including evil deed on Sept. 11."
CHICAGO - Two jetliners
stood nearly nose to nose, one
"United" and the other
"American," as President Bush
sought to restore an air of secu-
rity last week and urged
Americans to "get on'board, do
your business around the coun-
try:'
"We will not surrender our
freedom to travel.,:' the presi-
dent told 6,000 airline workers
at Chicago's O'Hare Airport 16
days after terrorists hijacked
two United Airlines and two
American Airlines jetliners, det-
onating a massacre ofmore than
6,000 people. "We will not sur-
render our freedoms in
America:'
Halfway across the world,
Afghanistan's Taliban leaders
said they delivered a message to
Osama bin Laden, alleged mas-
termind of the Sept. 11attack on
the World Trade Center and
Pentagon, advising him to vol-
untarily leave his Afghan hide-
away.
Early last week, in response
to U.S.demands for bin Laden's
surrender, the Taliban said they
could not find him. They did
not say Thursday where he was
or how he responded to the
week-old recommendation by
Afghan clerics.
Back in the United States,
Look for these::ads in Monday and Thursday issues of the Arbiter to get thiU weeks questions and answers.
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Check out page 13
for more information.
Or go to www.arbiteronline.com
for rules and weekly questions.
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Expanl thelrulllI
e.ta1rd B111Ulns
.NatiolBl Guard
G:MirnolB urged to aill
up 1rocpil to prots::t
B1rpollB unUll"BW
meUU18B&1B In pls:e
Gill'" KRY
Shop the Jokers Wild!
Costumes for sale and rent. Masks, wigs, make-up, props, costume accessories, special
effects, black lights/and fog machines. For all your Halloween party needs ...
You can count on US!
